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Introduction 
Maize, or corn in North America, has become one of the most successful modern cultigens thanks to 

millennia of selection and breeding by humans. While cultivation is now part of a giant global 

industry supporting livestock, machines and billions of people, at one point in time it was barely 

known outside of a small region in what is now Mexico.1 Back then it was already so thoroughly 

bred, that maize was not able to propagate itself. Unlike other crops which had spread outside of 

Central America, maize needed people for both survival and spread to other localities. This it did, all 

the way to the North American continent.2 However, as this thesis will show, maize was more than a 

product to consume, it had real religious value. From the Maya to the Iroquois, maize played a role 

in the understanding of the cosmos of Amerindians and there seems to have been multiple 

agreements on how this cosmos was shaped.3 

Because of this a question might arise: was there, next to an exchange of maize, an 

exchange of thought? To tackle this subject, the question to be answered here will be: How did 

Mesoamerican maize beliefs shape the beliefs of North Amerindians in the Eastern Woodlands in the 

Precolumbian era? 

This thesis uses archaeological and genetic research to track down the history of maize and uses 

archaeological research and ethnographic and historical records to analyse the relevant religious 

beliefs of the populations in the mentioned regions. It engages fully with the abundant and rapidly 

developing academic literature on the subject. While technically all secondary sources, they are 

engaged with to create new interpretations unique to this thesis, interpretations not present in the 

current scholarly discussion of today. Additionally, many of the narrative sources are the oldest, first 

published copies on the subject and sometimes even the only sources of certain beliefs. These too 

are engaged with to support entirely new interpretations not originally attached to these sources.  

 
1 B. Shiferaw, a.o., “Crops that feed the world 6: Past successes and future challenges to the role played by 
maize in global food security”, Food security (2011) 307-327, here 307. 
2 A. Christenson, “Who shall be a sustainer?”: Maize and human mediation in the Maya Popol Vuh”, J. Parham, 
L. Westling (eds) A global history of literature and the environment (Cambridge, 2016) 93-106, here 94. 
N. Conard, a.o., “Accelerator radiocarbon dating of evidence for prehistoric horticulture in Illinois”, Nature 308 
(1984) 443-446, here 444. 
3 D. Leeming, The Oxford companion to world mythology (New York, 2005) 10, 67, 81, 82, 405. 
I. Silverblatt, Moon, sun, and witches: Gender ideologies and class in Inca and colonial Peru (Princeton, 1987) 
25, 31. 
N. Hammond, K. Taube, “The Aberdeen celt: An early twentieth-century Olmec find”, Antiquity 93 (2019) 488-
501, here 491, 492. 
P. Schaafsma, K. Taube, “Bringing the rain: An ideology of rain making in the Pueblo Southwest and 
Mesoamerica”, J. Quilter, M. Miller (eds) A Pre-Columbian world: Searching for a unitary vision of ancient 
America (Washington D.C., 2006) 231-285, here 239-241, 251, 252. 
G. Lankford, “Some cosmological motifs in the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex”, F. Reilly, J. Garber (eds) 
Ancient objects and sacred realms: Interpretations of Mississippian iconography (Austin, 2007) 8-38, here 16, 
17, 19, 20-29, 31. 
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Why is the research question so specific? This ties in to the relevance of the question. There is an 

ongoing discussion on the Precolumbian permeability of the now North American-Mexican border. 

Precolumbian exchanges between the North American Southwest region and Mesoamerica are 

accepted phenomena4, but possibilities of exchange beyond this area are often questioned. Despite 

this, parallels between Mesoamerica and the North American Eastern Woodlands5 have often been 

pointed out. These include similar rituals, ideals and ideas, ritual building characteristics, religious 

iconography and specific patterns in the consumption and use of maize.6 

These parallels led to the assumption of a migration of Mesoamericans to North America, an 

important research subject during the early stages of the North American archaeological science. 

Such research was based on the assumption of a perceived smaller potential for social complexity 

among North Amerindians compared to the Mesoamericans.7 This assumption did not withstand 

modern scientific scrutiny. As a result, the subject itself became almost taboo. Today, the 

independent development of complex Eastern Woodlands societies is mainly stressed, while 

perceived similarities with Mesoamerica are pointed out at best and attacked at worst.8 

Yet a modern model to explain outsider influence does exist and can be used. Eastern 

Woodlands import and incorporations of foreign ideas of materials are known and explained as a 

 
4 L. O’Donnell, J. Meyer, C. Ragsdale, “Trade relationships and gene flow at Pottery Mound Pueblo, New 
Mexico”, American antiquity 85 (2020) 492-515, here 493, 494, 509. 
5 The Eastern Woodlands spans from the entire eastern half of the United States and southeast of Canada to 
the Great Plains.  
6 R. Hall, “Some commonalities linking North America and Mesoamerica”, T. Pauketat (ed) The Oxford handbook 
of North American archaeology (Oxford, 2012) 52-63, here 53-55, 57, 58, 61. 
B. Smith, “Agricultural chiefdoms of the Eastern Woodlands”, B. Trigger, W. Washburn (eds) The Cambridge 
history of the native peoples of the Americas: volume 1: North America: Part 1 (Cambridge, 1996) 267-324, 
here 267, 268. 
S. Lekson, P. Peregrine, “A continental perspective for North American archaeology”, The SAA Archaeological 
Record (Washington D.C., 2004) 15-19, here 19. 
M. Hatch, “Meaning and the bioarchaeology of captivity, sacrifice, and cannibalism: A case study from 
the Mississippian period at Larson, Illinois”, D. Martin, a.o. (eds) The bioarchaeology of violence (Gainesville, 
2012) 201-225, here 203, 205, 210. 
J. Blitz, “New perspectives in Mississippian archaeology”, Journal of archaeological research 18 (2010) 1-39, 
here 13, 14. 
7 C. Hinsley, “Personalities and institutions in Americanist archaeology, 1850–1950”, Reviews in anthropology 
37 (2008) 122-135, here 124-126. 
M. Rolingson, “The Toltec (Knapp) Mounds group in the nineteenth century”, R. Mainfort a.o. (eds) Arkansas 
archaeology: Essays in honor of Dan and Phyllis Morse (Fayetteville, 1999) 119-142, here 128, 133, 138. 
R. Clay, “The essential features of Adena ritual and their implications”, Southeastern archaeology 17 (1998) 1-
21, here 4. 
8 N. White, R. Weinstein, “The Mexican connection and the Far West of the U.S. Southeast”, American antiquity 
73 (2008) 227-277, here 228, 230. 
G. Milner, The Moundbuilders: Ancient peoples of Eastern North America (London, 2004) 162. 
Lekson, A continental perspective, 16. 
P. Peregrine, S. Lekson, “The North American oikoumene”, T. Pauketat (ed) The Oxford handbook of North 
American archaeology (Oxford, 2012) 64-72, here 68. 
Smith, Agricultural chiefdoms of the Eastern Woodlands, 267, 268. 
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desire for foreign knowledge due to beliefs and social hierarchy.9 These social factors are similarly 

used to explain similar exchanges, for example the import of cacao from tropical Mesoamerica to 

the dry New Mexico region in 1000-1125 A.D. This product was consumed with rituals originating 

from Mesoamerica by emulating Mesoamerican ritual vessels for cacao consumption. The local elite 

here had a comparable religious appreciation for cacao as Mesoamerican elites and the knowledge 

on how to treat cacao, both practically and ritually, had to have travelled.10 In this thesis a similar 

model is proposed for maize, being handled as exotic material first before becoming a popular 

cultivate. Its establishment as a crop in North America points at knowledge exchange on cultivation 

and active motivation to cultivate it, as maize’s survival here was not a given. Multiple researchers 

have advanced that this motivation was partly religious, but without going into detail what these 

maize beliefs might have looked like.11 

This subject is relevant to the discussion of globalization in the past and points at globalizing 

movements in the Americas before Europeans were involved. It problematizes the assumption that 

far-travelling exchanges of ideas were barely possible on this continent before the arrival of the 

horse. The thesis will also highlight a form of exchange that focusses less on pure materialistic 

motives, as is often done, by involving belief systems. It also touches on debates on how maize 

spread and on the role of maize in the Eastern Woodlands, giving new contexts that can better 

explain maize’s role in society than arguments based on maize’s early scarcity, which are often 

used.12 Finally, the subject is also important for the research on Precolumbian religion in the Eastern 

 
9 Peregrine, The North American oikoumene, 67, 68. 
G. Sabo, J. Hilliard, L. Walker, “Cosmological landscapes and exotic gods: American Indian rock art in Arkansas”, 
Cambridge archaeological journal 25 (2015) 261-273, here 266-270. 
Hall, Some commonalities linking North America and Mesoamerica, 53, 57. 
A. Kehoe, “Osage text and Cahokia data”, F. Reilly, J. Garber (eds) Ancient objects and sacred realms: 
Interpretations of Mississippian iconography (Austin, 2007) 246-262, here 246. 
R. Linton, “The origin of the Skidi Pawnee sacrifice to the Morning star”, American anthropologist 28 (1926) 
457-466 here 462, 464. 
10 M. Mathiowetz, “A history of cacao in West Mexico: Implications for Mesoamerica and U.S. Southwest 
connections”, Journal of archaeological research 27 (2019) 287-333, here 287-289. 
11 J. Hart, “Maize agriculture evolution in the Eastern Woodlands of North America: A Darwinian perspective”, 
Journal of archaeological method and theory 6 (1999) 137-180, here 151. 
Peregrine, The North American oikoumene, 67, 68. 
C. Scarry, “Variability in Mississippian crop production strategies”, C. Scarry (ed) Foraging and farming in the 
Eastern Woodlands (Gainesville, 1993) 78-90, here 90. 
A. VanDerwarker, G. Wilson, D. Bardolph, “Maize adoption and intensification in the central Illinois river valley: 
An analysis of archaeobotanical data from the Late Woodland to early Mississippian periods (A.D. 600-1200)”, 
Southeastern archaeology 32 (2013) 147-168, here 163, 164. 
12 T. Emerson, T., a.o., “Isotopic confirmation of the timing and intensity of maize consumption in Greater 
Cahokia”, American antiquity 85 (2020) 241-264, here 255. 
M. Simon, “Reevaluating the evidence for Middle Woodland maize from the Holding site”, American antiquity 
82 (2017) 140-150, here 142, 143, 147. 
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Woodlands, an increasingly popular subject in archaeology. 

The way this thesis will tackle the subject is: first looking at the evidence of maize’s 

chronological travel to the Eastern Woodlands and how it could have travelled within this region. 

Then looking at maize’s earliest usage within society and how it was connected to beliefs. Finally, 

beliefs related to maize will be looked at thematically and comparatively between Mesoamerica and 

the populations related to the Eastern Woodlands traditions. This way the possibility of idea travel 

and role of maize can be proven first before looking at the possibly accompanying beliefs. 

Throughout the thesis Mesoamerican parallel behaviour will be pointed at to give some extra 

context to maize’s role in its original homeland. Beliefs will be analysed through a qualitative 

approach, focusing on shared characteristics and meaning through time and space. 

For this thesis regions with strong interactivity are called “interaction spheres” and 

“interaction complexes”. This is part of the conceptual apparatus of ethnographical and 

archaeological experts on these regions. When speaking about archaeologically defined, 

systematized specific behaviour shared within a region it will be called a “tradition” instead of a 

culture, due to how widespread and sometimes regionally divergent these can be. A cohesive social 

group will be variably called a “people”, “nation” and “tribe”. The appendices give some extra 

context on periodization and the place of these traditions, spheres, complexes and people. Finally, 

the term “supernaturals” refers to important figures within religious narratives.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
M. Simon, K. Hollenbach, B. Redmond, “New dates and carbon isotope assays of purported Middle Woodland 
maize from the Icehouse Bottom and Edwin Harness sites”, American antiquity 86 (2021) 613-624, here 613-
622. 
J. Hart, W. Lovis, “Reevaluating what we know about the histories of maize in Northeastern North America: A 
review of current evidence”, Journal of archaeological research 21 (2013) 175-216 here 194, 195. 
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Chapter 1. Appeal and spread 
 

The current consensus is that maize spread from a highland region in Mexico, likely to be the Balsas 

river drainage in Tehuacan valley, and diversified and dispersed very quickly from there to the north 

and south. Compare this to squash which was domesticated in Mesoamerica thousands of years 

earlier, but which did not spread as fast, highlighting maize’s popularity. Researchers suspect that 

maize’s ancestor was the grass plant Teosinte and that its sugary stalk was the initial factor which 

made it popular. The selection of teosinte for cultivation resulted in the birth of maize at around 

6000 B.C., thanks to Mesoamerican hunter-gatherers. The genetic variety of the crop increased 

dramatically while barely being part of the local diet. Not until 3400 BC would true maize 

domestication be achieved and around 1600 BC it was an actual viable source of food and adapted 

to all climates in Mesoamerica.13 

Early Mesoamerican agricultural sites are almost always found along major streams, 

occupied during the wet season of May-October. Highland rock shelters sometimes acted as seasonal 

camps for the early farmers and ancient crops can often be found within them. The process of 

domestication was accompanied with the exchange of other plants, resulting in each region of 

Mesoamerica having large sets of imported plants. Around 2000 BC and 1000 BC sedentary life 

increased and coincided with the spread of more productive maize.14 

 Maize probably spread to the North American Southwest through what is now the state of 

Chihuahua, Mexico. In the Southwest the earliest maize locally cultivated dates to 2100 B.C. while 

imported maize has an even earlier date, yet there was still no agricultural economy at the time. This 

date does overlap with a period of manufacturing change of special goods in Arizona since 2500 B.C., 

a change which spread through the Southwest. Centuries old basket-making techniques from Mexico 

were suddenly used in this region, together with changes in cordage and sandal-making methods.15 

Throughout the Archaic period the Southwest remained a region of hunter-gatherers first 

and foremost and in the period of maize’s dispersion there did not seem to have been many cases of 

food shortages that would have prompted extra reliance on it. Around 1200 BC maize agriculture 

existed in some form both in the lowlands and uplands around the upper Rio Grande valley. A mixed 

farming hunting-gathering economy can be found throughout the region and social formations 

 
13 J. Staller, Maize cobs and cultures: History of Zea mays L (Berlin, 2010) 107, 146, 163-165, 172, 175, 177, 192. 
14 Staller, Maize cobs and cultures, 166, 175-178, 182. 
15 D. Phillips, “Adoption and intensification of agriculture in the North American Southwest: Notes toward a 
quantitative approach”, American antiquity 74 (2009) 691-707, here 691. 
J. Adovasio, “The Mexican connection: Another look at “perishable” relationships between Mexico and Points 
North”, North American archaeologist 26 (2005) 209-219, here 212-214. 
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increased, creating irrigation projects in the Rio Grande basin from 1000 B.C. onwards. The roles of 

men and women were also changing as the use of agriculture grew, males remained mobile while 

their female counterparts were the ones who preparing crops into food. Over time people began to 

settle for longer periods of time near their fields during the growing season, prompting the genesis 

of early villages. Maize became a main part of the diet and by 400 B.C. there was already a heavy 

reliance on maize in the northern Southwest, although local wild plants remained important. Given 

the speed at which maize first spread through the U.S. Southwest, versus how long it took to become 

a staple, it is a recurring hypothesis that some groups started cultivating maize as a ritual food or 

special treat.16 More on this in chapter 2. 

North American maize and its spread 
But how did maize spread to Eastern North America? The shortest route, starting in Texas and the 

Gulf Coast, contains no evidence of maize dispersal and neither does Mexican Gulf Coast maize show 

any close relationship to Eastern North American maize. North American Southwestern maize, on 

the other hand, shows connections to multiple indigenous Eastern North American maize and 

genetic similarity with varieties grown in West and Central Mexico.17 Early Southwestern maize 

probably grew from the Mexican highland landrace “Palomero de Jalisco” and afterwards 

experienced geneflow from the lowland landrace “Chapalote” via the Pacific coast. Kernel row 

amounts are a heritable trait18 and are usually used to define maize races. 100-200 A.D. maize from 

the Southwest was small with 10- to 12-rows of kernels and is sometimes categorized as Chapalote, 

while around 1000 A.D. and later 8- to 10-rows are found here.19   

In the Eastern Woodlands region of North America two Precolumbian genetic landraces are 

identified, 8- to 10-row and 12- to 14-row. The former is more common in the North, connected to 

Historical Northern Flint, the latter was more common at Middle Mississippian sites20 in the Central 

 
16 K. Hanselka, “Pan-regional overview of agriculture”, B. Vierra (ed) The Archaic Southwest: Foragers in an arid 
land (Salt Lake City, 2018) 269-295, here 272, 274, 278, 286-291. 
B. Vierra, R. Ford, “Early maize agriculture in the Northern Rio Grande valley, Mexico”, J. Staller, R. Tykot (eds) 
Histories of maize: Multidisciplinary approaches to the prehistory, linguistics, biogeography, domestication, 
and evolution of maize (Amsterdam, 2006) 497-510, here 505-507. 
D. Pearsall, “People, plants, and culinary traditions”, T. Pauketat (ed) The Oxford handbook of North American 
archaeology (Oxford, 2012) 73-85 here 81, 82. 
Phillips, Adoption and intensification, 701. 
17 Hanselka, Pan-regional overview of agriculture, 293, 294. 
Y. Vigouroux a.o., “Population structure and genetic diversity of New World maize races assessed by DNA 
microsatellites”, American journal of botany 95 (2008) 1240-1253, here 1248, 1249. 
18 F. Toledo a.o., “Inheritance of kernel row number, a multicategorical threshold trait of maize ears”, Genetics 
and molecular research 10 (2011) 2133-2139, here 2137, 2138. 
19 R. Fonseca, a.o., “The origin and evolution of maize in the Southwestern United States”, Nature plants 1 
(2015) 14003-14008, here 14003, 14004, 14006. 
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Mississippi valley. The overall smaller genetic variety of North American maize compared to Central 

and South American maize reveals that the founding population was small, especially for Northern 

Flint.21 

Northern Flint’s genetic diversity seems to have decreased because of a series of establishments of 

populations which originated from only a small amount of maize. The new climates and soils in the 

Northeast also meant extra adaption which often results in a bottleneck effect, only certain kinds of 

maize survived the region. The northern latitude with its shorter growing seasons and longer day 

lengths can explain why it took a while for maize to become a staple food, it needed to adapt a lot 

and flower earlier. Maize first had to adjust to the dry Southwest and then to the entirely different 

growing periods and comparatively heavy rainfall of the Northeastern U.S., few early introduced 

maize would have been likely to survive here.22 

Historical era Northern Flint lineages, indigenous to the Northern United States and Great 

Plains, are well adapted to this climate and seem derived from maize from the Southwest. The 

closest Historical relative of Middle/Late Woodland and Mississippian era maize found in New York 

state is Midwestern Northern Flint and includes maize races of the Mandan people. One 

Mississippian era sample here even shows affiliation to Chapalote. The Prehistorical New York state 

maize from these different periods show mostly affiliation between each other, just like how 

modern Midwestern maize races are mostly related to each other. Other Precolumbian and 

Postcolumbian New York samples also bear a somewhat close relation to Historical Cherokee flour. 

Modern Northeastern maize and corn from the Southeast on the other hand appear less connected 

to the New York maize. But why focus on New York of all places? It is because so far the earliest 

maize remains from Eastern North America have been found in New York state. Dated around 300 

B.C., the maize was found as residue on ceramic at the Vinette site in the Finger Lakes region.23 

 
20 The Mississippian tradition was a very important development which saw an increase in specialization and 
hierarchy, far spreading interactions between many communities and the start of large influential polities. Of 
the latter, Cahokia, Moundville, Spiro and Etowah will be mentioned throughout the thesis. Within the 
Mississippian world many beliefs were shared. For more context on time and place, see appendix. 
21 J. Haas, J. Picard, “Plant macroremains”, J. Haas (ed) Archaeological data recovery at the Finch Site 
(47JE0902), Jefferson County, Wisconsin: Volume 1 (Milwaukee, 2019) 391-434, here 396. 
22 Vigouroux, Population structure of New World maize, 1250. 
J. Doebley, M. Goodman, C. Stuber, “Exceptional genetic divergence of Northern Flint corn”, American journal 
of botany 73 (1986) 64-69, here 68. 
Hart, Reevaluating what we know, 180. 
Vigouroux, Population structure of New World maize, 1240, 1248-1250. 
L. Guo a.o., “Stepwise cis-regulatory changes in ZCN8 contribute to maize flowering time adaptation”, Current 
biology 28 (2018) 3005-3015, here 3012. 
23 J. Hart, R. Thompson, H. Brumbach, “Phytolith evidence for early maize (Zea mays) in the northern Finger 
Lakes region of New York”, American antiquity 68 (2003) 619-640, here 623, 625, 626, 628, 629, 634. 
J. Hart, H. Brumbach, R. Lusteck, “Extending the phytolith evidence for early maize (Zea mays ssp. mays) and 
squash (Cucurbita sp.) in central New York”, American antiquity 72 (2007) 563-583, here 565, 567, 571-575, 
577. 
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A Northern route 
So, the earliest maize is from New York, how did it get there? While in the past it was believed that 

maize spread from the Mississippi river valley, this is now up for debate. The earliest dates of 

multiple maize finds from the Mississippi valley and its tributaries have recently been disproven by 

archaeobotanist Mary Simon a.o., who corrected the earliest finds to a much younger contexts of 

the Late Woodland period. Throughout the Midwest, most early maize is now from the 700-900 A.D. 

date range instead. This indicates that if there was maize-use, it was in very small quantities.24 While 

it has always been assumed early maize was a “minor crop” used as backup food, Simon states the 

small quantities of evidence might point at maize having an entirely different role than a purely 

nutritious one. On the other hand, seed stocks would have to have been repeatedly exchanged and 

introduced over centuries for Northern Flint to have evolved the way it did, which implies that maize 

seeds did travel a lot between certain groups.25 

 Northern Flint’s divergence to a point of it being a separate species means it had to exist for 

a very long time. Sites in New York, southern Ontario and Michigan have much older maize dates 

than the Mississippi valley and Midwest. Because of the Mississippi valley date readjustments, the 

theory on dissemination of maize is now that it might not have crossed the Mississippi river from 

west to east. A northern route above the Great Lakes similar to how centuries later beans would 

spread might have some merit instead.26 The date adjustment harmonizes with the conclusions of 

archaeologist Eric Beales’ 2014 master thesis in which he analysed all known Northeastern 

Woodland period maize samples. Calculations showed there was a small correlation of maize finds 

increasing in age the further Northeast samples came from and visaversa becoming younger the 

further Northwest from Vinette they were found. This implies early on there existed a centuries old 

flow of maize not into northeastern direction through the New York/Ontario corridor, but maize 

flowing from the Northeast into New York and southern Ontario. From there maize spread in a 

western direction. These patterns became even stronger when the mentioned disproven dates of 

the Midwest were coincidentally excluded by Beales in order to diminish change and site selection 

bias. His conclusion was that a period of early experimentation with maize in the northeastern 

region must have occurred before maize horticulture began to spread westwards in the Middle 

Woodland period, 500 A.D.27 

 
24 Simon, New dates and carbon isotope assays, 613-622. 
25 Simon, Reevaluating the evidence, 142, 143, 147. 
26 Simon, Reevaluating the evidence, 140, 143, 146-148. 
Hart, Reevaluating what we know, 179. 
27 E. Beales, A critical analysis of the adoption of maize in southern Ontario and its spatial, demographic and 
ecological signatures (MA thesis Anthropology, Trent University, Ontario, 2014) 113, 129, 166, 168, 169-172, 
182, 320-327. 
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While maize was probably introduced multiple times in the region following different paths 

at different times, the Northern Flint lineage began as a single introduction event where multiple 

small founding populations were established. The disastrous effect of inbreeding that would have 

naturally followed was overcome, which points at maize being split into multiple separate groups 

that experienced regular gene-flow between them. Many early growing attempts were probably 

unsuccessful. So far no older evidence of maize growing has been found further Northeast of the 

Finger Lakes, which means that the communities near the Finger Lakes seemingly were the ones 

regularly exchanging maize amongst each other. Only 300 years after the first find of Vinette does 

maize seem to have spread further away, within this period maize continued to be used at the site 

and surrounding region. It all points at population expansion and/or successful maize propagation at 

Finger Lakes by a community with strong inner connections.28 It appears that before maize arrived 

there, no lasting cultivation attempts were made in North America. 

Though not as old as Vinette, maize found above and around the Great Lakes is still much 

older than around the Mississippi valley. The earliest maize dated above the northern Great Lakes is 

at 203 B.C.- 1 A.D., in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.29 Meanwhile, maize was being cooked and 

consumed at circa 390 to 210 B.C. in southern Québec without indication whether it was locally 

cultivated at that time. It is very possible that maize was first obtained through exchanges with 

populations from lower latitudes, but it might also point at maize traveling this northern route 

through Quebec before arriving in New York. The people of the region were still primarily hunter 

gatherers, only after 500 A.D. becoming more sedentary in the warm seasons of April-October. After 

that point faunal dietary tactics seemingly increased in importance. Only around 600-700 A.D., does 

maize appear to have been cultivated in southern Québec.30 

So how about the rest of the Eastern Woodlands? While the (lack of) finds in the Midwest 

seem to insinuate that maize was absent in the Early Middle Woodland period, the only thing that 

really can be said is that no convincing proof of continuous maize horticulture existed. Research is 

made more difficult as not all food was cooked, dried for storage, or burnt in trash, which is what 

usually renders food findable.31 The history of maize in North America has been rewritten multiple 

times by now and as recently as last year. At this point any maize that has been found but not 

 
28 Beales, A critical analysis of the adoption of maize, 167-169, 172, 173. 
Hart, Reevaluating the histories of maize in North America, 180, 181, 190. 
29 R. Albert, a.o., “Earliest microbotanical evidence for maize in the northern Lake Michigan basin”, American 
antiquity 83 (2018) 345-355, here 349, 353. 
30 C. St-Pierre, R. Thompson, “Phytolith evidence for the early presence of maize in southern Quebec”, 
American antiquity 80 (2015) 408-415, here 408, 409, 413. 
C. St-Pierre, C. Chapdelaine, “After Hopewell in southern Québec”, Archaeology of Eastern North America 41 
(2013) 69-89, here 78. 
31 Pearsall, People, plants, and culinary traditions, 74. 
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identified with techniques to determine its δ13C ratio is suspect of being wrongly identified and this 

is unfortunately the case for many past findings in the Midwest. 

However, even dating techniques using δ13C ratios do not accurately represent maize 

residue when it is processed as hominy, a cooking technique which can decrease δ13C ratios. This 

technique, which seems to have become widespread around 1000 A.D. but could have existed much 

earlier, can make it look like maize is not present in residue.32 For this identification problem maize 

phytoliths should be looked at instead, as these are not affected by cooking. This dating was exactly 

used at Vinette and for multiple finds at the Great Lakes region.33 δ13C ratios can only be used to 

show positive evidence for maize in residue, not negative evidence. The dating technique is accurate 

for uncooked remains, but only looking at that will result in sample bias. This can be seen at the 

accurate dating at Vinette were maize phytoliths -and thus cooking evidence- is much older than 

uncooked samples. Later on, New York state saw an exponential increase of maize within ceramic 

residue in the 400-500 A.D. period and δ13C ratios did increase, coinciding with more finds of 

microbotanical remains. Yet a similar trend of δ13C increase also exists in Michigan in the same 

period, but here there is a lack of corroborating microbotanical proof.34 

Research on maize phytoliths in the Midwest is unfortunately less extensive than in the 

Northeast. Another factor which complicates things is that during initial introduction maize would 

not have been eaten in large quantities, making another way to find early maize; analysation of diet, 

less than viable. Neither can a diet accurately represent all kinds of usage for maize. This is why for 

maize, the lack of evidence should not automatically count as evidence of absence. For example, for 

maize to have reached the Northeast the way it did the Great Plains were crossed, yet so far there is 

no concrete evidence for maize dated to this early diffusion in the region.35 What the lack of 

evidence only really can say it that during its earliest penetration maize did not take root 

 
32 W. Lovis, a.o., “Hardwood ash nixtamalization may lead to false negatives for the presence of maize by 
depleting bulk d13C in carbonized residues”, Journal of archaeological science 38 (2011) 2726-2730, here 
2726, 2727, 2729, 2730. 
T. Myers, “Hominy technology and the emergence of Mississippian societies”, J. Staller, R. Tykot, B. Benz (eds) 
Histories of maize: Multidisciplinary approaches to the prehistory, linguistics, biogeography, domestication and 
evolution of maize (New York, 2006) 511-520, here 514, 515, 518. 
Hart, Reevaluating what we know, 188. 
Emerson, Isotopic confirmation of maize consumption, 254. 
33 Hart, Extending the phytolith evidence for early maize, 257, 265, 266. 
Simon, Reevaluating the evidence, 147. 
34 J. Hart, a.o., “The potential of bulk δ13C on encrusted cooking residues as independent evidence for regional 
maize histories”, American antiquity 77 (2012) 315-325, here 317, 319, 323, 324. 
Lovis, Hardwood ash nixtamalization, 2726, 2727, 2729, 2730. 
35 Simon, Reevaluating the evidence, 148. 
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everywhere it travelled. Cultivation experiments were not successful enough to result in continued 

exploitation until it reached the Finger Lakes.36 

As stated, while the Finger Lakes establishment of maize was a one-time event, influxes of 

maize from the outside could still have occurred to some degree. For the Midwestern American 

Bottoms, an important region of cultural development in the Eastern Woodlands, it is believed 

repeated introductions of maize occurred as well. Here, however, early small maize populations 

seem not to have been sustainable.37 Import might have been practical enough for this region to 

make cultivation experiments less cost efficient in comparison. Maize is a very easily portable crop 

and the Midwest was situated near the maize growing centre of the Southwest, and later also the 

Northeast. 

The same situation of lack of maize finds and maize diet also apply to the Southeast and Lower 

Mississippi valley where intensive maize farming can only be pointed at in the Late Woodland/ 

Mississippian transition around AD 950, despite some older maize finds. This region probably played 

an even smaller role in maize dissemination to the North due to the location and lack of proof.38 

The people of the Eastern Woodlands and their interactions 
Now that there is more information maize’s travel, the people it travelled to will be looked at in 

order to understand the social dynamics that could have influenced maize’s movement. 

An important Precolumbian Eastern Woodlands hunter-gathering tactic was the gathering of 

nuts. This was done during a small autumnal time-window and forced people to move to nut-rich 

regions. But there was also a horticultural trend in the central Eastern Woodlands since the Late 

Archaic, the “Eastern Agricultural Complex”. While less energy-rich than nuts, the small seed-

providing weedy plants that were cultivated thrived in habitat disturbed by human habitation and 

annual flooding, making them easy crops.39 

In the Middle Woodland period food production markedly increased and spawned 

economies based on it. In the Midwest this coincided with growing human habitation and the rise of 

the Ohio basin based Adena and later Hopewell traditions. These traditions constructed similar ritual 

buildings and artifacts, imported similar exotic materials and subsisted on hunting-gathering and 

 
36 Hart, Reevaluating what we know, 185. 
37 M. Simon, K. Parker, “Prehistoric plant use in the American Bottom: New thoughts and interpretations”, 
Southeastern archaeology 25 (2006) 212-257, here 229, 230. 
38 A. Wright, “Local and “global” perspectives on the Middle Woodland Southeast”, Journal of archaeological 
research 25 (2017) 37-83, here 44. 
M. Rolingson, R. Mainfort, “Woodland period archaeology of the Central Mississippi valley”, D. Anderson, R. 
Mainfort (eds) The Woodland Southeast (Tuscaloosa, 2002) 20-43, here 23, 35, 37-39. 
39 D. Zeanah, “Foraging models, niche construction, and the Eastern Agricultural Complex”, American antiquity 
82 (2017) 3-24, here 3-7, 12. 
Rolingson, Woodland period archaeology, 23. 
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some horticulture. The Adena and Hopewell overlapped in geography and sometimes chronology, 

but the Adena tradition was older and more localized, while the Hopewell were part of a widespread 

Eastern Woodlands interaction sphere. This resulted in multiple regions outside of the Ohio basin 

sharing “Hopwellian” characteristics. While maize spread during the Adena and Hopewell, it wasn’t 

until after both had disappeared, around 800-1100 A.D., that maize started to become the most 

important crop for many Eastern Woodlands populations.40 

What makes these complexes relevant to the thesis, is their religious behaviour which would 

influence the entire region. They were part of a pan-regional increase of group ritual in the Eastern 

United States between 500 B.C. to 500 A.D. Both traditions used and revisited ritual centres during 

meetings or reunions, but the Hopewell lived further away from such sites than the Adena did, 

which implies a stronger “pull” to these places among their populations. The Adena started with 

single group ritual gatherings which over time expanded in scope, while the Hopewell had 

multigroup gatherings from the beginning. These group interactions had dimensions of ideology and 

material exchange, possibly including marriage candidates. The Hopewell tradition’s multigroup use 

of cemeteries, increased complexity of architecture and overall increase in ritual, forms a break from 

the previous era in the region. A likely result of their multi-group behaviour was the enhancement of 

ritual social roles to ease tensions, a role shaped differently per Hopewell group.41 Adena ideology 

on the other hand was somewhat more egalitarianist.42  

Yet, while maize eventually travelled among them, maize’s trail in the Eastern Woodlands 

started outside of these communities. The Finger Lakes are part of the Northeast, where EAC 

 
40 N’. Greber, “Adena and Hopewell in the Middle Ohio valley: To be or not to be?”, D. Applegate, R. Mainfort 
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D. Charles, “Colorful practices in Hopewellian earthwork construction”, RES: Anthropology and aesthetics 
61/62 (2012) 343-352, here 349. 
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B. Smith, “Origins of agriculture in Eastern North America”, Science 246 (1989) 1566-1571, here 1566. 
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Eastern North America”, Journal of archaeological method and theory 24 (2017) 188-228, here 189. 
Smith, Origins of agriculture in Eastern North America, 1566. 
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S. Martin, “Languages past and present: Archaeological approaches to the appearance of Northern Iroquoian 
speakers in the lower Great Lakes region of North America”, American antiquity 73 (2008) 441-463, here 443. 
42 S. Rafferty, “The many messages of death mortuary practices in the Ohio valley and Northeast”, D. 
Applegate, R. Mainfort (eds) Woodland period systematics in the Middle Ohio valley (Tuscaloosa, 2005) 150-
167, here 156, 157, 165. 
M. Heckenberger, a.o., “Early Woodland period mortuary ceremonialism in the far Northeast: A view from the 
Boucher cemetery”, Archaeology of Eastern North America 18 (1990) 109-144, here 130. 
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horticulture barely existed until the Middle Woodland period.43 Here another interaction complex 

existed, the “Meadowood interaction sphere”, in which groups shared “supra-local values, rituals, 

behaviours, styles, and raw material”.44 It reached from the Midwest to the Atlantic coast and New 

Jersey and existed during the Early Woodland period. They had standardized import and export of 

specific “exotic” goods with socio-political importance, of which cherts from Onondaga limestone 

were the most valued. Some outcrops of this material are found around the Finger Lakes, which 

might have given populations here some power within this interaction sphere. Control on limestone 

flow seems to exist, as some Meadowood sites/populations received more cherts than others, 

regardless of their proximity to the source. This and the Meadowood’s impact on future burial 

characteristics might explain how maize’s early context could have spread.45 

Even the Adena seem to have been indebted to the Meadowood for some of their own 

characteristics. But other complexes existed in the Northeast too, some overlapping with the 

Meadowood sphere, others replacing it. Around 450 B.C. population mobility decreased slightly and 

Meadowood was disappearing in favour of more local groups. When looking at New York state, the 

north participated in the Point Peninsula complex which shared some burial rituals with its 

predecessor and occasionally imitated Adena and Hopewell burial practices by importing Ohio valley 

grave goods.46 Western New York state meanwhile contained the Hopewell tradition “Squawkie Hill 

phase”, containing many exotic goods typical for Hopewell traditions and procuring materials 

originating from Ohio.47 Meanwhile, Adena mortuary features are found in New York state and 

specifically multiple Finger Lakes sites, New England, Ontario and beyond. While a characteristic of 

the “Middlesex complex”, this tradition has roots older than the Adena.48 Finally, central New York is 

 
43 A. Fulton, C. Yansa, “Onset of the Paleoanthropocene in the lower Great Lakes region of North America: An 
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known for its admixture of Meadowood and Middlesex ritualism and the large region of western 

New York state, eastern Ontario and western Quebec, shared many Early Woodland characteristics, 

utilized Meadowood and Adena materials and used the same pottery type which was much 

produced at Vinette.49 Overall, Ohio import seems to have been very popular, but it is unclear what 

items, if any, may have reached back in return. Could this have been maize?50 

The Northeast’s interaction with the Midwest involved religion and would have involved 

maize-cultivation. The Ohio-based Adena and Hopewell traditions had strong religious impact in the 

Eastern Woodlands which possibly reverberated all the way into the Historical era, but the 

Northeast also had distinct and old traditions. The Middlesex tradition for example, while later on 

sharing some Adena traits, had older sites, old ceremonies developed since the end of the Archaic 

period and a mound possibly originating in 1000 B.C. The Adena and Middlesex both shared the 

same appreciation for certain materials and goods and inherited traits from the Meadowood and 

“Glacial Kame complex”. The latter, which would transition into the Meadowood, was the 

forerunner of Adena and Hopewell burial ritual and mound-making. Still, Middlesex’ connections to 

the Adena was so distinct that this is what separates them from the Meadowood.51 

Early Northeastern maize users could thus take part in multiple overlapping interaction 

networks between populations who shared multiple religious traits. Through such networks maize 

probably travelled to other regions. For example, all the way on Block island, south of the coast of 

Connecticut, multiple maize phytolith samples were found from the same date-range as the Vinette 

maize. The population here were part of the Meadowood Interaction Sphere and used Vinette 

pottery. It is so far the only evidence of early maize in this region, with little proof of it originating 

from the mainland coastal area. People from the island thus went out of their way to import the 

product.52 
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Seasonality of societies 
But how did such interactions look like? The Eastern Agricultural Complex is believed to have 

influenced Midwest populations to coalesce more often, yet while the Northeast groups were on the 

fringe of this horticultural tradition, populations here they too would periodically gather. 

Seasonal cycles of spring coalescence at a settlement and dispersals at fall occurred in the 

Northeast and Great Lakes region since the Late Archaic and continued in the Early Woodland 

period. Springtime fish runs must have forced multiple populations to aggregate at favourable fish 

harvesting areas which were possibly preceded by rituals expressing solidarity, such as funerals. 

After these fish harvests, populations could spread from these interaction centres throughout the 

summer, distributing themselves more evenly. It is believed that during this season people were 

occupied with a mixture of hunting, fishing and gathering. Once fall came, family groups scattered to 

inland fall camps for nut collecting, to disperse once again after nutting season. People went further 

into the interior to forage until the cycle repeated.53 

The Spring meetings in the Meadowood complex have been called trade fairs and were part 

of intergroup integrations. These must have occurred at places of predictable resource abundance 

and sources of exotic materials. The proposed sites for these fairs, based on archaeological evidence, 

are near rich lakes and rivers, an archipelago and one possibly near the Atlantic coast, all prime 

fishing stations for cooperative harvesting. At such fairs exotic objects were exchanged and 

ceremonies practiced, which included funerals as well as feasts. These rituals have been found in 

pairs, were different communities created burials on opposite sides of the rivers. For places like 

southern Ontario, large fishing sites for spring occupation and fall dispersal were still created into 

the Middle Woodland period and this behaviour is also proposed for the wider Point Peninsula 

complex.54 

The same seasonal behaviour of spring coalescence and fall dispersal is theorized for the Late 

Archaic Northwest Ohio and southeast Michigan and this continued into the Middle Woodland 

period. Settlements around lake Eerie are all clustered around good fishing spots. Spring hunting and 

tuber collecting could have additionally supported these temporary settlements. Even at Cahokia, 
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the quintessential site of the sedentary Mississippian tradition, spring fish seasonality was present.55 

Yet in the Midwest it obviously also depended on availability, as in the Late Woodlands mid-Ohio 

aquatic resources only played a minor role.56 

For the Northeast, everything seems to point at the early introduction of maize not changing 

this seasonal behaviour. As mentioned, it was just not an important part of the diet early on. The 

earliest introduction of maize in New York state did not change the subsistence regime of the region 

and other examples of early maize such as in Michigan show that maize was not adopted and 

consumed by every occupant of the find site. The earliest finds of maize of southern Quebec also 

precede sedentarism and thus probably preceded farming.57 There was a change overtime however: 

after 150 A.D. both human population and horticulture seem to have increased in the Northeast.58 

Maize’s uneasy early position 
The Eastern Agricultural Complex crops were productive foods that grew naturally without human 

intervention and could be left alone until harvest after broad seed scattering. This was still done in 

the Historical era. Maize in comparison needed more preparing for consumption, needed better 

prepared and maintained fields and had seeds needing to be individually sown. Seeds were buried 

deep as animals tended to dig up corn hills with visible kernels and not all seeds germinate, even in 

modern times. Maize’s root system is also shallow, Northern Flint stalks had to be additionally hilled 

after reaching half a meter as wind blew it over otherwise, forcing people to put it upright again, 

sometimes multiple times throughout its growth. This is a problem the Maya had as well and 

prompted the same solution. Amerindian agriculturalists cared much about corn’s well-being, 

expending significant time tending and watching it throughout its growth, sometimes entire days. 

Some even soaked kernels in special concoctions as protection.59 Adopting maize would also have 
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changed certain associations with the environment, such as ranking plants that can provide food like 

wild sunflower as weeds when in maize fields, or seeing heavy flooding as negative for maize while it 

was a positive for EAC crops.60 

This once again speaks against early maize as an easy backup food. Advocates of this theory 

suppose maize can be left for a time, but this would have been detrimental to maize’s early survival 

in the Northeast. The factors mentioned forced even Historic era Amerindians who periodically left 

maize to still occasionally return or leave people behind for activities like weeding. This issue was not 

present for EAC crops. Historical parttime agriculturalists who did leave maize could additionally 

supply themselves with maize from other maize cultivators, early maize adopters did not have this 

luxury.61 

A Historical example of such maize supplementation occurred between mobile Plains groups and the 

agricultural Arikara, during the latter’s annual religious maize harvest ceremony. The mobile Plains 

groups visited and exchanged products for maize and noted how, unlike themselves, maize was 

religiously important to the Arikara. They respected the Arikara’s harvest ceremony, ending existing 

hostility for this event, and were taught how to grow maize by them. For the Arikara, spreading 

maize to others was almost a religious task. This exchange seems to be an applicable model for the 

spread of maize, maize-agriculture and maize-related ideas outside of the Northeast, through 

annually reoccurring multi-group ceremonies.62 
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Chapter 2. Use of maize 
 

Ethnographic research shows food preference is based on a wide variety of factors, the most 

important being tastiness. Another factor is its use in social and ritual activities.63 While maize used 

to be one of the few sources of sugar in the Americas, other sources like honey and different sugary 

plants were by no means scarce, especially in Mesoamerica. The fact that early maize was not a 

staple food and had not reached its full productivity potential, yet travelled so widely, creates the 

conundrum of what the return cost was for such time and labour investment. Explanations that rely 

on its sugary quality have been widely criticized, yet the counter-explanation of it being a back-up 

food raises more questions than it answers as well. One hypothesis that combines both the incentive 

of flavour and social activity claims it was used for ritual beverages, but this too, has been heavily 

criticized. While it is true for some regions, not every area maize spread to contains evidence of 

maize beverages, especially in North America.64 

So, the question becomes: what could have induced the spread and adoption of maize in so 

vast a region? Politics/hierarchy may play a role, but most of the areas concerned still lacked robust 

hierarchical structures. With no easy access to maize, sufficient motive to import it is needed. If this 

was truly influenced by elites, the crop had a heightened worth behind it. It could have either given 

validation of special status or was deemed to have high economic worth.65 

The other interpretation, maize as a back-up food, has become the go-to explanation 

because it points at a practical function: survival. Yet the small evidence for actual consumption of 

maize simply does not support this. Importing and adopting maize meant straining time and material 

and during the process of adoption there were likely multiple cases of extinction before maize was 

successfully established, meaning multiple retries occurred. This chapter will show that maintenance 

of maize required effort. A practical focus on human survival does not explain why on the fringes of 
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the Eastern Agricultural Complex, established crops were bypassed for the foreign and barely eaten 

maize. This despite some EAC crops containing similar yields, better nutritional balance and/or 

needing lower time and energy investment.66 Thus, a high maintenance, barely used back-up food 

does not make sense. Early maize had to adapt to local conditions and would have given small 

returns. Yet despite not being a popular food, it was integrated into the social sphere of society, 

being continuously exchanged between multiple groups. 

Economic factors could have played a role, but these mobile societies lacked an agricultural 

economy. Items of exchange in the Northeast instead held strong religious-ceremonial and possibly 

ideological value. Goods were exchanged based on ceremonial worth and not hoarded but 

“consumed” in rituals, like burials. Such ritual exchange systems mostly gave people of elite status 

options to improve their positions in society.67 Trade items had ritual connotations. Evidence for this 

continues throughout the Northeast’s interaction with the Adena and Hopewell burial complexes. As 

we shall see, this strongly supports the idea that maize had ritual significance. 

In Mesoamerica, the ritual connotations of maize were very clear, being thoroughly related 

to death and rebirth beliefs. The cycle of life and death was always continuing, like the cycle of maize 

planting and harvesting. The plant was and is seen as sacred and life giving. It had strong associations 

to human life, often represented through children. Sometimes it was metaphor, other times such as 

among the Maya, maize was a ceremonial object in childbirth rituals and was afterwards planted or 

preserved for later use by the child. Older children were reborn through water as a life stage 

milestone ceremony, which was explained as representing the growth of a plant through water. It 

was also believed dead family members could be reborn through birth, which is why the Tz'utujil 

Maya say “he/she returned” or “he/she sprouted” after births.68 Most importantly, multiple 

narratives speak of humankind being created from maize, more on this in chapter 3. 
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Throughout Mesoamerica it is believed corn had a soul and emotions like humans. Similar 

ideas exist in North America, such as singing to corn the same way as is done to children and linking 

human life stages directly to maize and maize agriculture ceremonies. Mesoamericans also 

connected maize to death, maize altars were also altars for the Day of the Dead and some Maya filled 

the mouths of their dead with ground corn. The Precolumbian Zapotecs had burial vessels possibly 

containing maize and made urns with maize growth motifs while the Huichol venerated ancestors in 

temples where they also stored sacred corn and had cornfields with similar layouts to their 

temples.69 

Harvest ceremonies for premature and mature corn were widespread and could involve human and 

animal blood offerings and in the past human sacrifice, as ceremonies were related to fertility and 

indebtedness to the corn-giving deities. Death and burial were needed for the renewal of life. “Dead” 

maize seeds were buried to be reborn and harvest ceremonies were referred to as “Feast of the 

Dead”, partly because autumn/winter was the time vegetation began to “die”.70 

Maize’s ritual significance can already be seen in its usage by the earliest complex society of 

Mesoamerica, the Olmec. As a new crop, maize was overwhelmingly found in ritual context on fancy 

serving ware. While used differently per Olmec region, there are multiple examples of it being 

ritually important and not a back-up food. Higher consumption is seemingly connected to centres of 

developing socio-political power, even when other food resources were available.71 The crop was 

not yet productive. Many researchers believe that like cacao, which was used in elite burial 

ceremony and similarly consumed, maize was a luxury commodity used in rituals and feasting. It was 
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an important exotic product and consumption was an expression of power.72 Ritual appreciation for 

maize when first introduced is even present all the way into the Andes region, consumed in 

ceremonial contexts and found in rituals involving death long before becoming a dietary staple. It 

was even found at the top of an earthen ceremonial mound with burial/offering ceramics.73 

In the Eastern Woodlands, the maize-adopters must have had the motivation and knowledge 

to cultivate maize, with indifference or cultivation ignorance even in the short term decreasing the 

change of maize survival. The higher cultivation cost of maize compared to local plants would have 

been especially felt in the Northeast with its poorer climate for exotic plants. Therefore, ceremonial 

use of maize seems the most plausible background for these societies. Examples of later exponential 

growth of maize-use have also been linked to religious values, such as in the central Illinois river 

valley. Increased usage occurred despite its not being economically and ecologically viable and in the 

exact period when hierarchy and Cahokian-style rituals increased in the Eastern Woodlands.74 In the 

Historical era mistreatment of maize was a religious taboo and similar behaviours might have 

surrounded maize earlier.75 

Pottery 
If the evidence points at maize mainly being used in ceremonial contexts, then how was it used? For 

this, we need to look at pottery. 

The Northeast had an uninterrupted ceramic tradition, starting in the Early Woodland period 

with “Vinette 1” type pottery. It was succeeded by the Early Middle Woodland period with Vinette 2, 

a more elaborate and decorated form. Elaboration trends are found as early as 300 B.C. at the 

namesake site Vinette and through the Middle Woodland period art motifs became further 

elaborated and widespread.76 It was a Vinette-style pot at Vinette in which the earliest example of 

maize was found. These pots were not meant for practical use and held great ceremonial importance 

throughout the wider region, being emulated by the Meadowood and Middlesex complexes. The 

increase of decoration on them -first attested at Vinette and in the same period as the earliest 
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evidence for maize use- suggests a desire to distinguish these vessels as mortuary objects. Vinette 

pottery was interred in burials whole or ritually broken, sometimes containing food remains. The first 

Vinette vessel with maize contained nothing else.77 

Vinette 1 is believed to have been used for springtime feasts on labour-intensive prestige 

foods, mostly aquatic animal products. Most sites containing Vinette 1 are near fishing spots. Yet the 

innovation of Northeastern pottery was not triggered due to practical demand and is believed to 

have spawned from social consumption contexts, connected to the new elaborate mortuary trends 

and prestige item circulation.78 Maize became associated with this ritual pottery in other 

Northeastern regions too, such as southern Quebec. Around the fifth century maize became more 

important to the diet and spread further throughout and outside of the Northeast. While the pottery 

tradition did not travel with it, the burial context of maize was still present.79   

Usage for burials 
Seasonal community aggregations for burials and feasts occurred in the Eastern Woodland from the 

Late Archaic to the Historical era. Vinette 1’s selective use for aquatic food and little use for autumn 

resources such as deer meat and nuts shows spring was the most important ceremonial season here. 

Some EAC crops could have supported the ceremony, able to be harvested and used in spring after 

autumn sowing.80 

Meanwhile, although planting can be celebrated in spring, maize historically has feast and harvest 

celebrations during summer and autumn. While it can be eaten somewhat earlier when immature, 

such as in the Historical era Green Corn Ceremony, this reduction in mature maize would have 

greatly increased the risk of inbreeding and extinction of early maize, making this highly unlikely for a 

time when maize was still uncommon. Also, Historical reasons to eat green maize was partly its 
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sweetness, but back then the sweetness of mature maize was already exceptional compared to the 

bland-tasting local crops.81 

Maize did not lend itself to spring celebrations and forced extra harvesting efforts upon 

people in late summer/autumn, usually a time of foraging dispersal. The maize harvest meant the 

ending of a season of heightened care for plants which even EAC horticulturalist might not have 

experienced. It was a climax. Maize was also still fresh and tasty after harvest, compared to old and 

dried in spring.82 Maize harvest celebrations thus likely would have been an alternative to the 

springtime harvesting gatherings, which can explain why maize was seen as “Vinette-pottery 

worthy”, showing high appreciation for the crop. Maize also likely recontextualized spring gatherings 

partly as a planting ceremony. 

This also meant change in burial practices over time. At Kipp Island, Finger Lakes, a 650 A.D. 

cemetery shows maize was part of the diet and was cooked at the site. Its secondary burials are 

believed to have spawned from summer coalescence of otherwise dispersed communities and 

contained crops usually harvested late summer/autumn, including maize.83 After circa 500 A.D. the 

evidence for Eastern Woodlands communities using maize grows, still also found in burial contexts. 

Similar warm season burial assemblies occurred in Late Woodland northern Ohio at “mortuary 

districts”. Here springtime production of fish and feasts on surplus occurred and in autumn maize 

was harvested, their other surplus feast produce. It is believed to have been introduced here as a 

funerary ritual food, with maize also being found as burial offering in two burial pits. The region’s 

ossuaries, secondary burials and skeletal alterations also show possible death-rebirth beliefs, an 

important subject that will be discussed later.84 

At Gard Island, lake Erie, a 7th-9th century settlement contained maize in burial as well. 

While still not part of the average diet, in this period some individuals from the wider region show 

increased maize consumption. Mortuary ritualism in the surrounding area also increased, but burials 

were still rare. One of the few mound sites in the area, used as early as 436 A.D., did contain burials 

and was revisited for secondary burials. Near the mound, pits contained ceramics, animal bones and 

maize despite maize consumption and horticulture still being rare, making these mound burials very 
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unique events. Contemporary neighbouring populations to the south also coalesced seasonally but 

did not all practice special burial events. Even into 1050 A.D. these populations contained members 

who had never eaten maize. Yet when in the Late Woodlands period the same northern burial 

tradition caught on here, their highly ritualized burials housed elite individuals who consumed 

significant amounts of maize, still a rare diet within the wider region.85 

Around 500 A.D. maize had even travelled to regions where it was too cold to grow, found as 

residue on ceramic vessels in the Canadian prairie and subarctic boreal region. Their users, of the 

Laurel culture which spread from Quebec to Saskatchewan, are believed to have derived their 

mortuary mound-building tradition indirectly from the Hopewell and Hopewell mortuary artefacts 

are found at Laurel sites. Interestingly, maize farming spread through the Hopewellian region around 

the same period the Laurel culture adopted mound-creation. Information and goods travelled 

between the Laurel and Hopewell communities and as maize was only a fraction of the Laurel diet it 

seems that the crop was part of the ceremonial transfer of ritual goods and knowledge. Maize had 

spread suddenly and rapidly throughout boreal North America thanks to these Hopewellian contacts. 

Similarly, maize-cultivation was popularized together with tobacco -a ritual crop- in the Great Plains 

during increased Hopewellian influence.86 

Mounds 
The Hopewell visited mounds during spring and autumn, and since possibly as early as the Middle 

Woodland period maize has been found in mounds.87 Like burials, mound constructions brought 

people periodically together and connected them to the land. 

Both the Hopewell and Mississippians performed planned rituals at their mounds. Within 

Mississippian mounds hearths, pottery, tobacco and maize seeds can be found -suggestive of 

conspicuous ritual consumption- and food preparation occurred using hearths near their ritual plazas 

and courtyards. These were periodically refurbished, possibly alluding to “renewal ceremonies”, 

special seasonally recurring ceremonies that celebrated the renewal of life.88 
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Mound and agricultural activities occasionally overlapped. In the Mississippian and Historical 

era, some maizefields were communal property and both maizefields and mounds were created by 

the community. In Mississippian era Wisconsin and Michigan communal maizefield-construction 

even replaced mound-building and fields sometimes emulated symbols from burial pottery. 

Generally, both building-projects also involved burning, being used in mound burial rituals and to 

clear vegetation on mounds and maizefield plots. As chapter 3 will show, burning was important in 

religious narrative. That chapter will also show how mounds and “corn hills” could both simulate 

cosmological centres. Corn hills are heaped soil, used in the Northern Hemisphere to raise maize 

above saturation levels, as overly wet soil can be detrimental to maize-growth. Mounds could 

similarly be used to raise crops above flooding levels, as has been observed in Florida.89 Another 

connection between mounds and corn hills is that the act of planting seeds within corn hills possibly 

was an allegory for the internment of bodies into mounds, as the subsequent subsection will show. 

In narrative, mounds can also connect to food/maize provision and maize and mound narratives both 

pertain to life renewal/rebirth.90 
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Finally, as mentioned in chapter 1, the spread of maize likely occurred during multi-group 

meetings, something which occurred near mounds. Mounds acted as communication bridges 

between multiple territories in Southeastern Ohio, placed specifically for visibility and to spot other 

mounds. Seed exchanges between communities were also needed for harvest security, seed stocks 

could be traded or gifted during mounds ceremonies and cultivation techniques could have been 

taught. Studies on behaviourisms regarding dispersal of new crops in farming communities across 

the globe show that seed exchanges were prominent events where exchange of information on 

cultivation took place and that new crops were introduced by trusted community members. This fits 

the Hopewell mound ceremonies, which connected small local communities with possible family 

ties.91 

Like the Eastern Woodlands, Mesoamericans also burned fields for preparation, had cooperative 

farming, different corn races and other smaller similarities in cultivation. Here in wetlands, natural 

little hills were the favourable places for planting and were probably the precursor to artificial 

platforms used for cornfields. These platforms had connotations to the Underworld, death and 

rebirth.92 

Return from the afterlife and renewal 
Life-renewal beliefs were widespread in North America, usually framed as the possibility to return 

from the afterlife, which could happen multiple times in different bodies. Partial resurrection could 

also be through ceremonially taking the name and responsibility of the deceased. Returning from 

death is also a recurring subject in hero narratives.93 
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In the archaeological field, death-to-life beliefs can often be found through burial related 

ceremonialism. Secondary burials for example strongly relate to concepts of transition and 

metamorphosis, while the form of interment places can carry symbols of regeneration, for example 

granaries or butterflies.94 Secondary burials, a typical feature of the Mississippians, can also coincide 

with community/agriculture renewal ceremonies.95 Mortuary rituals were very important to 

Mississippians and large ceremonial sites had a part in it, such as Moundville which was fully 

dedicated to burials in its final stages96 and the Spiro mounds which were used as ossuaries for its 

maize-eating elites. The majority of interments at Spiro were in fact secondary.97 

By the Historic era, secondary burials were widespread throughout the Eastern Woodlands. 

They could be done after de-fleshing the body or by waiting for decomposition. Bodies were laid out 

for indefinite time, in some cases years until special occasions. At the Huron “Feasts of the Dead” 

large numbers of remains were interred together, which could be once every 8-12 years. The burial 

ceremony involved eating and gift-giving. These burials could even have political dimensions as 

neighbouring villages and friendly tribes could be invited. Similar ceremonies have been recorded 

among neighbouring nations. Other Eastern Woodland groups likewise had large feasts for their 

communal burials.98 Among the Onondagas guests were summoned to these feasts with a grain of 

corn.99 

Another aspect of renewal ceremony was burning. In the Mississippian era American Bottoms, 

building-burning changed from being practical destruction with small ceremonial offerings of nuts 

and maize to full-blown rituals of renewal. At Cahokia burning ceremonial buildings symbolised 
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renewal and burning was connected to mound construction. Maize was used as offering and 

complete storages containing maize and other ritual objects were purposely burned. Maize is 

believed to have acted as ritual commodity itself in American Bottoms, sometimes found in special 

wrappings in burned pits or unusually arranged and burned.100 An artefact containing cosmological 

meaning was found together with burned maize pits in a sacred space near a mound, suggesting 

cosmological narrative played a role in these rituals.101 Intentional burning of large amounts of maize 

also occurred at Mississippian and Historical era sites in the Southeast. The renewal ceremonies 

during which maize and ritual artefacts were burned may have been the early Mississippian version 

of the Green Corn Ceremony.102 

The Green Corn Ceremony is one of the most important renewal ceremonies of the Historical 

era Eastern Woodlands. It marked the renewal of life, the community and forgiveness of past 

wrongdoings, which even applied to tribes who had been at war.103 It usually occurred before or 

during the ripening of maize, between late July and early September, and could include disposal and 

burning of food as ritual purification. Great fires in which all old objects were disposed could be 

involved and some communities created mounds out of the ash heaps and cleaning activities 

through the years. Maize-burning was often its own ritual, a harvest thanksgiving. Many of the 

Mississippian renewal ceremonies involving maize seem analogous and similar communal cleaning 

events and ash dumps can be found throughout the Mississippian period.104 Sacred public spaces 

were purified and sometimes symbolically buried during the Historical GCC. Ancestor veneration 
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might also have been part of the ceremony in the past and outside this ceremony the Iroquois 

burned corn specifically to feed the dead.105 

Another Mississippian example of maize-renewal beliefs is the possible relation between urn 

burials and maize cooking. One widespread tradition was their combined use of shell-tempered 

pottery with maize. At Moundville and in North Carolina, many vessels, used priorly for cooking 

maize, were used as burial containers, in the latter region specifically for infants. Maize cooking was 

partly contextualized as related to the afterlife, or perhaps maize even represented human life-

stages. Rebirth beliefs of the Historical era show that dead individuals returning to life were seen the 

same as buried seeds germinating and springing to life. Some groups even associated germination 

with darkness and the Underworld, the place humans visit after death.106 

This human-maize identification is how rebirth beliefs are perceived in large parts of 

Mesoamerica as well, often invoked through children.107 It could be that the maize’s many 

vulnerabilities were somewhat equated to the vulnerability of young children. North Amerindian 

accounts tell of the necessity of protecting maize from all kinds of mammals, birds and insects. 

Women, men and children were all involved in their protection.108 A Hidatsa account states in the 

past corn was cared for similarly to caring for ones’ child and growing corn was sung to as was done 

for children. An Arikara story likens a corn ear to a fragile child needing the attention of a mother, 

while a Prairie Potawatomi clan specifically only named their children after their maize harvest.109 
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The Maya and Nahua similarly connect the beginning of a child’s life with corn, which comes from 

their belief of maize and the beginning of human life being related. The Arikara and Navajo likewise 

celebrated a person’s life-stages with rituals involving maize.110 The Fox saw corn as kindred to 

humans, with each grain having feelings like humans.111 Similar anthropomorphism of corn is found 

throughout North and Meso-America and multiple Amerindians regarded maize so very close to 

humans, that cobs could represent the fate of their own lives.112 

A Lenape account shows another example of maize’s connection to rebirth, stating that some 

people likened themselves to maize, as like maize, when thrown out and buried in the soil, they’d 

come up again.113 In many Eastern Woodlands stories, the supernatural representative of corn is 

killed and buried and arises as corn from the ground.114 The burial of maize as an allegory for the 

burial of humans is also a very prominent aspect of maize-human conceptualization in Mesoamerica 

and maize seeds here are by many conceptualized as human bones.115 

This human-maize equation was likely a factor for the importance of the GCC. Cleansing 

rituals sometimes extended to the new corn, which is covered with clay and washed before people 

cover themselves with the same clay and washing. Going to the water meant dying and gaining new 

life, much like the harvest of corn represented new life. The usage of water also possibly partly 

symbolized germination of corn. Germination was part of the planting cycle for many tribes, soaking 
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maize in liquid before planting. The Maya similarly had water rites for children which in fact 

represented germination and water-germination was an important plot in their hero rebirth 

narratives.116 

The GCC could mark the new year and represented the start of creation itself. Among some tribes 

bloodletting was also involved, representing human creation. The rekindling of the town fire was a 

significant part of the ceremony in the Southeast, representing new life and other cosmological 

concepts that will be mentioned in Chapter 3. Maize was specifically cooked with this “new fire”. 

Overall, birth and death were connected concepts which is why the GCC was relevant to both.117 

Even as late as 1100 A.D. communities in the central Atlantic coast region with no agricultural 

background came into contact with maize for the first time. These communities still embedded 

maize into a ritual context of seasonal assemblies, feasts and burials.118 

Who consumed? 
Maize was also an important food to Mississippians, but eating habits differed per community and 

even community members. 

What dictated diet difference is not fully clear. Maize consumption was present since the 

start of Cahokia, but populations here were more dependent upon spring fish runs and more meat 

was eaten here than in surrounding communities. A varied diet was the indicator of Cahokian status 

and the site gained provisions of deer meat from the wider region. Maize was perhaps a tribute as 

well, as was the case at Moundville. Food tribute would have allowed the elite to be selective, while 

outside of Cahokia individuals were sometimes very dependent on maize. Still, Cahokia was started 

by farmers and focussed a lot on fertility rituals, its religious dominance in the wider region would 

have made the site very important to maize farmers.119 
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In Pre-Mississippian era American Bottoms and Michigan maize eating was not related to 

status or mound burial, the opposite to the earlier mentioned maize-eating elite burials of Late 

Woodland Ohio, showing how consumption traditions can differ per region. After maize became 

more equally permeated in the Mississippian diet, high status meant either consuming more, or less 

maize than the general populace.120 Many Mississippian elites did embrace it. At Spiro high status 

individuals consumed more and at Moundville elites were provided with shelled corn by farming 

communities. For Mesoamerica a similar maize connection to hierarchy has been suggested for the 

Formative period Olmec.121 However, among Precolumbian Mayan some communities had elites 

eating more maize and others meat, even when maize agriculture was pervasive. Again, the real sign 

of status here was having a more balanced diet.122 

At Spiro the maize-status connection did exist. Here and in its greater surroundings near the 

Southwest and Plains, maize was slow to be adopted as it was first mostly destined for the elites 

found in mounds. Mound building started from 900 A.D. in eastern Oklahoma and all high-status 

individual buried within consumed maize but one. Similar behaviour existed in the lower Illinois 

valley. Later maize adoption among the wider populace at Spiro did not come from food 

procurement stress. High-status individuals apparently could take roles as “early adopters”, as before 

and during the Mississippian era not every region had the same maize-access.123 

Meanwhile, Middle Ohio valley communities increased maize consumption after 

Mississippian maize-consuming authority figures and normal-status individuals migrated. Maize was 

already integrated in the Eastern Woodlands communal ceremony pre-800 A.D, found at mounds 

and plaza’s and in association with exotic ritual goods. This means these Mississippians perhaps 

introduced “knowledge” about breaking older taboos of maize use. Another explanation is that they 

introduced better agricultural/food processing techniques, yet this does not erase maize’s earlier 

religious and elite-status significance in Ohio.124 
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Maize’s meaning was partly formed by increased hierarchy. While not every Mississippian village 

shows maize use, the largest Mississippian sites always had strong impact on maize’s production. In 

the American Bottom corn cultivation already intensified after 750 A.D. and the rise of Cahokia 

around 1000 A.D. is directly related to farmers focussing more on corn. This change was part of the 

rapid adoption of Cahokian religious and political characteristics in the region. Vice versa, cultivation 

decreased once Cahokia lost its prominence. Maize’s rise also appears directly related to the 

emergence of complex polities in Missouri and Arkansas, where corn only became an important part 

of the diet after 1200 A.D. Another example is West-central Alabama, were corn cultivation 

intensified because of Moundville after 1050 A.D. Here the increase occurred in densely but also 

thinly populated areas. Food specialisation in small communities poses serious food security risks, 

showing how strong the push for maize must have been.125 

The emergence of Cahokia, Moundville and Etowah all occurred shortly after the 

intensification of maize-agriculture in the surrounding regions and either the elite or all residents at 

these sites were provisioned with maize surplus. Religious rituals largely focussed on fertility and the 

harvest became systematized at these sites. Communal ceremonial gatherings involving food sharing 

occurred at these sites, made political by the growing hierarchy, such as at Moundville where these 

transformed into maize tributes to the elite. Other Moundville residents seem to have been provided 

with maize from the surrounding region as well. Mississippian centres also possibly acted as places 

for protected storage. Harvests from communal fields had to be stored in communal granaries which 

could partly act as an elite food stock. Further redistribution likely occurred at gatherings, delegated 

by high-status individuals.126 In the Historical era a dual system of production existed in the 

Southeast, involving both household and communal granaries. In some cases however hierarchy was 

strong enough that communal cultivation took place on the “chief’s field”, which meant food ended 

up in his granary.127 
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Despite the elite’s power, most Mississippians were self-sufficient and could maintain 

relationships between communities without hierarchical influence. Commoners had their own 

ceremonies. Even near large sites like Moundville smaller celebrations could occur were maize and 

other food was processed and cooked by groups outside of elite control. These seem to have acted 

as rites of passage like birth, marriage and death as well as harvest feasts. Throughout the Middle 

and Late Mississippian Southeast smaller communities outside the reach of larger ceremonial sites 

also still created mounds and practiced communal eating events near them. Such feasts involved 

multiple households and often contained large amounts of maize. Next to mound building and 

mortuary ritual these feasts acted as harvesting ceremonies. High ratios of burned food at some 

feasts might point at “first fruit” offerings like the GGC. In some locales mound feasts continued into 

the Historical era, such as among the Southeastern Natchez who held harvest and funerary feasts 

near their mound centre.128 
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Chapter 3. Mythology of maize 
 

This chapter is about death and resurrection narratives connected to maize and the strong parallels 

between Mesoamerican Amerindian narratives and those of the North American Plains and Eastern 

Woodlands.129 Maize travelled from Mesoamerica to the north and was particularly appreciated as 

renewal symbol, the narratives here will show what made the plant such an icon. 

But first some nuances need to be addressed. Social dynamics were different and changed 

over time in both continents, losing community centralisation and cohesion. The arrival of Europeans 

and new diseases were disastrous for the populations in the Americas and uprooted the social order. 

Less specialization and less attention given to certain social roles meant the purpose of narratives 

change. In North America, leaders had to compete for authority with others and were no longer 

directly connected to specific supernatural entities. Supernatural origin narratives were instead 

connected to clans in Historic times and could differ between them, sometimes due to a clan 

consisting of adopted outsider tribal remnants. Still, there wasn’t complete cultural collapse and 

decentralization events also occurred in Precolumbian times. Narratives remained important and 

were relayed by canon-keepers, people whose responsibility it was to put extra effort in 

remembering narratives and instructing their successors canon keepers. Many of the oral traditions 

were systematized, connected to rituals and using tactics like mnemonic devices and word and 

theme sequence, which shows in the Historical era as some narratives recorded by European 

outsiders remained constant through the centuries. Mistakes in relaying could also have real and/or 

perceived repercussions.130 

Next to the religious class retaining esoteric knowledge, other narratives were remembered by 

ordinary people due to containing meaning that held significance to them. Fertility, health and power 

remained desired and these narratives explained how to get it, making past supernatural heroes 

connected to leadership now examplaries on gaining such desired traits. Other narratives, such as 
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world creation and life after dead, were deeply rooted in societies and show up similarly in the 

archaeological record or earlier traditions.131 Other narratives espoused folk morality in the clou but 

retained various specific details with archaic purposes. Narratives which are thoroughly similar have 

been connected to multiple Precolumbian beliefs by archaeologists, being evidence of shared 

religious participation in a past cultural milieu, such as the Mississippian tradition. These will be 

analysed in this chapter.132 

Comparing different communities with shared beliefs in past and present has shown to be a 

viable technique in identifying important narrative elements. Such comparative research and 

combination of anthropology with archaeology is widely practiced among Mesoamericanists due to 

the strong similarities in culture and religion in the region.133 It has also become accepted for North 

Amerindian groups believed to have had roots in the Mississippian tradition, as here too strong 

religious and cultural sharing was present.134 Since anthropologist Robert Hall and colleagues 

managed in 1983 to convincingly connect Mississippian era cave iconography with Historical era 

stories, entire Mississippian narratives have been reconstructed. Unlike the Hopewell, the 

Mississippians had routinized religious narratives in art which remained consistent through time.135 

 Many different variations of narratives were read, analysed and categorized for this chapter, 

selected on recurring narrative episodes and motif combinations that carry the same symbolic 

meaning. Recurring deities, personages and phenomena will be grouped with their multiple 

cognates when they perform the same roles and carry the same meaning in narrative. These will be 

mentioned with a capital letter, as for example “the Creator”, the one to create life. 
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The Cosmos 
To explain the parallels of the many maize narratives, first the cosmos in which these narratives play 

out has to be explained. The core subdivision of the cosmos is similar in North and Central America, 

both in the Precolumbian and Historical era. There exists three realms: the Upperworld, This World 

and the Underworld. While a realm can consist of more subdivisions, these always follow the same 

rules and themes of their overarching realm. These rules and themes are:   

 

• Upperworld: is the sky, place of flying things, a possible destination for heroes and humans, 

realm of supernatural anthropomorphized astral objects and the Creator. 

• This World: is Earth, floats on water, often is the back of a reptilian, realm of humans and 

the Fertility goddess. 

• Underworld: is below earth, full of water, source of fertility, has an overlord, represented as 

a womb and a reptilian, realm of the dead.136 

 

Next to this there are also the four cardinal directions of This World. East and West are the most 

relevant, with East representing life and West death. This conforms to the sun’s path, which is an 

inherent part of the life-death narratives. Venus and the moon sometimes replace the sun in these 

stories.137 
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Planets, however, can also seem to “go East” when their position to the stars are observed 

each night in certain periods. These so-called ‘retrograde’ motions were important to sky watchers 

and were connected to narratives. Venus, the brightest celestial object after the sun and moon and 

with unique movements and periodical disappearances, was an especially potent subject for 

resurrection narratives. It is seen either rising in the East (Morningstar) or setting in the West 

(Eveningstar). As it transitions from Evening- to Morningstar Venus disappears for 8 days, which 

happens 5 times in its 8-year synodic period. These numbers are important to Mesoamericans. They 

cared a lot about numerology and celestial movements and combined these numbers in their 

architecture, art, ceremonies and narratives connected to Venus. In the Mesoamerican calendar 4 

years are a unit, making 8 years 4 + 4, while 5 was also deconstructed as cardinal directions + the 

centre of the world. In narrative 4 on its own also represented Morningstar becoming brighter and 

moving higher in the sky for 4 days after first emergence. All of this is why Venus-heroes might 

either disappear for 8 days like the real Venus or struggle for 4 days, his battle and eventual triumph 

representing the real Morningstar ‘emerging’ in the East. Sometimes 8 and 4 are both used, the hero 

dying or preparing for 4 days and triumphing for the other 4 days.138 

Why is this relevant? As will be shown, religious narratives in North and Central America 

often identify a heroic supernatural who is able to die and be reborn with Venus. Furthermore, in 

Mesoamerica this figure also represents maize arriving on earth. In both regions death ceremonies 

and narratives on journeys to the Underworld can contain the idea that a 4 day journey to the 

Underworld is experienced as 4 years. In Mesoamerica this is explicitly linked with Venus having an 
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8-year synodic cycle and “disappearing” for 8 days. Despite some exceptions, less concrete allusions 

to Venus are found in North America. As stated, this might be in part due to the loss of social order, 

as it seems that the Mississippian and Hopewellian peoples were very interested in astral movement 

calculation and expressed this interest similarly as was done in Mesoamerica. The day-year concept 

was also used in maize rituals, such as the Nahua ceremony to “revive maize from death” being held 

once every 8 years and taking 8 days. Likewise, a North Amerindian Muskogean chief explained the 

Green Corn festival taking 4 + 4 days as representing the 4 + 4 years an ancestor is on its 

“journey”.139 

Another shared concept is the “centre of the world”, or Axis Mundi. This centre was usually 

something that stood upright like a pole or tree and was said to touch all 3 supernatural realms, 

making it an important icon of death-rebirth beliefs by representing the path the dead traversed. 

Throughout the Precolumbian and Postcolumbian era, poles representing this Axis Mundi were used 

in both death and renewal ceremonies. Many ceremonies for remembrance of the dead involved 

central poles and in both regions some groups climbed it, just as the dead did. Gods could also be 

involved in pole ceremonialism, such as the Nahua afterlife god or the Mississippian Twins. 

Throughout Mesoamerica it was also part of harvest ceremonies, as these and other central pole 

rituals were also performed to induce agricultural fertility and renewal. In the Late Woodland era 

American Bottoms, the central pole was also used to represent the quincunx cosmogram (cardinal 

directions + centre) of This World and Mississippians erected giant poles under and on top of 

mounds and burials.140 
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Historical records of both regions show another Axis Mundi icon was the central fire, a very 

important element of their Green Corn Ceremonies which was also connected to authority.141 In 

Mesoamerican iconography and narrative, maize and the Reviving hero were situated at the worlds 

centre and represented the Axis Mundi. Both could travel through all 3 realms, for maize explained 

as starting underground, piercing the surface and growing into the air.142 The North Amerindian Axis 

Mundi also represented central deities and Reviving heroes.143 The Axis and its anthropomorphised 
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supernatural representative were also used as important icons of rulership in both North and Meso-

America.144 

Maize was also used to represent the cosmogram, the cardinal directions and Axis Mundi in art and 

planting rituals. The Maya for example contextualized their field as This World and first planted 

maize at the centre and/or four corners while in planting rituals and narratives of multiple Plains 

populations maize had to be planted in corn hills with 4 grains that explicitly represented the 

cardinal directions and sometimes one in the middle representing the world centre.145 The Olmec 

and Southwestern North Amerindians made quincunx patterns with jade -which represented maize- 

and the Pueblo and Huichol also used different maize variants to represent the cosmic quincunx. 

Maize was a good representative of cardinal directions due to its different colours, colours which in 
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the Eastern Woodlands were used to present the cardinal directions since at least Hopewellian 

times.146 The Olmec put their supernatural representative of maize at the centre.147 

The Axis Mundi was also a place, a central mountain or tree from where both humans and 

corn came on earth after leaving the underground. This is why the Axis Mundi also represented 

abundance, as there is life inside of it.148 While sometimes separate stories, the arrival of corn and 

humans were closely related events that parallel the journey of the Reviving (maize) hero in many 

Mesoamerican and multiple North Amerindian narratives. The belief of people being created from 

corn and emerging on earth from the Underworld through mountains and caves was widespread in 

Mesoamerica. For the Southeastern North Amerindian, people left the underground through a 

sacred mound or the mouth of a cave and World Tree which took 4 days to reach and the 

Southwestern Zuni called this place Corn Mountain. In Southwestern and Plains narratives people 

travelled to the surface along with corn or with corn’s supernatural representation guiding them. 

The Arikara and Navajo even state that the people underground were corn.149 
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These underground travels resemble the belief of the path of life after death, which will be 

referred to as the “Path of souls”. Yet another significantly similar belief in both regions, it was 

walked by people and the Reviving hero and involves going through the Underworld. It entailed 

going West, into caves, passing rivers on logs, canoes or the backs of reptiles and travelling over the 

observable Milky Way. Dogs were also strongly involved in the path and death ceremony in both 

regions, which is why Mesoamerican canine deities often also partly represented Venus. In both 

regions the travel on the Path of souls and the Milky Way were thought of as being on the 

Underworld Reptile. While the Milky Way is in the sky, it was still the Underworld, as the black night 

represented the Underworld and cave in both regions150, while another Mesoamerican explanation 

was that the World Tree connects to the Milky Way.151 
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The cave also meant many things. It was both the Underworld and the entrance to it and 

therefore also the Reptile’s maw, body or habitat152, but also the earth womb from which people 

emerged and the sweat bath from which people were reborn. It was a potent symbol of death, 

rebirth and fertility related to the Underworld and the Maize-moon goddesses who will be 

mentioned later.153 Interestingly, many of these ideas on the cosmos, reptiles, caves and (plant) 

fertility seem to have existed in the original regions maize spread before the Olmec, expressed on 

cave walls and rock outcrops near rivers in Oaxaca and East Guerrero.154 
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Male hero 
With maize being so important in rebirth and renewal beliefs and rituals, a male hero who fully 

encapsulates this concept will be looked at. The Reviving hero is the supernatural protagonist of 

many similar narratives on life and death. He has many names, of which the most relevant here are 

the Maize god (Mayan and Olmec), Quetzalcoatl (Aztec), Red Horn (Winnebago), Manabozho 

(Algonquian) and the Birdman (Mississippian). 

This figure was a hero who went to the Underworld, struggled against its overlord(s), and 

broke out of it. The story often ends with the hero ascending as a celestial being.155 As he traversed 

the three realms by dying, reviving and transcending to the sky, he was a symbol of the Axis Mundi. 

Precolumbian rebirth might have been partly related to hierarchy, as leaders represented 

themselves as him and the Axis in death. Historical era ceremonies for reanimating the essence of 

old leaders also existed and membership to religious secret societies could help your 

reincarnation.156 For ordinary people survival through progeny was more obtainable, which the 

Reviving hero also represented, being revived by his sons/nephews in narratives.157 Preclassical 
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Mayan art also shows the Maize god reviving on his own strength while in Classic era art he is 

assisted by two figures, the Hero Twins.158 

These Twins sometimes replace the Reviving hero in narrative, making them the symbol of 

revival and defeat of the Underworld and the Path of Souls.159 Other times the hero had the solo 

adventure of reviving his dead brother/nephew.160 In both regions the Twins were usually 

characterized as somewhat opposites, one symbolizing wilderness, animals and the hunt and the 

other civilization, humans and agriculture.161 The overlapping Twin and singular Reviving hero 
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narratives sometimes ended up in a loop, where one hero replaced the other at the end of the 

narrative.162 Whether the hero saves himself, showing his rebirth power, or is saved, symbolizing the 

survival through progeny, these narratives celebrate life overcoming death.163 

As stated, the Path of souls for humans is the same as that of these heroes. However, heroes 

did more, they made a safe world where monsters and the Underworld, representing darkness and 

the wilderness, didn’t rule. It was a widespread belief that earth/This World used to be dangerous 

for humans and that after the heroes defeat their antagonists a much safer earth was created, a 

place for agriculture, ordered nature.164 This concept aligns with the hero sometimes following the 

Path of Souls not to be reborn, but to bring maize and in some cases humans onto earth.165 When it 
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is about a hero dying, the same consequence of inception of agriculture is implied when this 

Reviving hero is maize. His (re)arrival on earth was associated with the arrival of humans and maize 

on earth and the mountain out of which he came was the same from which the first humans came 

according to many Mesoamericans groups.166 

For North America, the Reviving hero was not always explicitly maize. Manabozho is maize in 

one narrative, but usually he and similar heroes only introduced maize or made maize agriculture 

possible.167 The same is however also true for multiple Mesoamerican heroes that went to the 

Underworld.168 Also, some differently structured North Amerindian narratives do talk about 

supernatural maize representatives dying and maize spawning from their grave, reiterating the 

death’s journey being the source of maize. Sometimes this representative is female, more on this in 

the Female maize subsection.169 At other times maize is found during the journey on the Path by 

human protagonists without it being the main plot point, which is the revival of a loved one.170 A 

Plains/Southwest description of their male maize supernatural’s appearance is also very similar to 

some Mesoamerican male maize heroes.171 For the Mississippian era, next to the Reviving hero on 
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the Path of souls and a female maize representative, there is possibly also a male figure representing 

maize on certain grave vessels, sporting a maize-like head/hat. As the bowls represented the cosmos 

with Upperworld and Underworld figures and were used in graves, this figure was likely important to 

death rituals.172   

Another dissimilarly structured maize-hero narrative exists among the Iroquoian-speaking groups. 

Their contrasting Twins can be different to an extreme, where one is good and the other evil. The 

good Twin is associated with agriculture and either he or his grandmother or mother who fell from 

the sky is the origin of corn and humans. His mother usually dies, again making it a narrative about 

life overcoming death. In addition, his and his mother/grandmother’s arrival on earth follow after a 

giant earth-encompassing flood, an episode significantly connected to the hero’s journey.173 

A giant deluge which destroyed and recreated earth is found in the Reviving hero narratives 

of both regions. It was an extension of the hero’s struggle with the watery Underworld, sometimes 

specifically it’s revenge due to the hero’s prior victory over it.174 These flood struggles transport the 

Underworld conflict onto the realm of This World and make the solution to the problem once again 

descension to a realm full of water, mirroring the first conflict. To some heroes the Flood helped 

them ascend to the sky, the Upperworld, after which they descend back to earth. In addition, these 

journeys sometimes contain Path of Souls motifs and themes.175 The encompassing flood was a 

symbol of death, of a new era and of renewal. Once subsided it could be a permanent victory over 

evil which made earth somewhat safer for humans, but it could also be a symbol of seasonality. In 

Mesoamerica it represented the rainy season. After this it was the time of agriculture and 
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harvesting, the time of maize, and therefore the time of the god who represented or gave maize. He 

came after the flood, ridding the earth of danger to make way for agriculture.176 

This is true for multiple maize origin stories of both regions; the defeat of the Underworld 

and the Flood were the precursor to the arrival of maize on earth. The Flood also often preceded the 

arrival of the first humans on the new earth, either as survivors, revived dead or supernatural first 

couples coming out of a cave. The North Amerindian Arikara even explain human Emergence and 

Flood narratives together: humans were put into earth by their Creator as protection against the 

Flood.177 The first people of new earth could be the ones to introduce corn on earth, or were corn 

themselves.178 Some, like the Tzotzil Maya, even saw the recreation of earth as rising from sown 

maize by the Maize god.179 Many renewal stories and ritualism involved water and maize, as water 

had the power to grant rebirth, just like the Flood. Water helped both humans and maize to “sprout” 
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into a new being and could be the reason a hero was reborn in the Underworld.180 Among the 

Cherokees, people even used to have to bathe after hearing their sacred maize origin narrative.181 

Back to heroes, in North America a hero could have multiple characteristics out of a complex 

of characteristics that defined both the Reviving hero and heroes with similar adventures as him, 

such as the Twins, Orphan and others. These characteristics include: being a rabbit, being an orphan, 

being adopted by old people, being a twin, wanting to reunite with his father who presides in 

another realm, wanting to revive a loved one, having celestial origins, killing monsters, ascending to 

the sky and becoming a celestial object.182 The latter could be a generic star or specifically 

Morningstar, which was often the case for actual Reviving heroes.183 Morningstar or Venus generally 

was a male warrior with associations to the Easts and a symbol of growth and rebirth.184 

The Southeast has some divergent but still relevant narratives, such as maize-origins 

narratives involving orphan or twin protagonists, sometimes with old adoptive mothers.185 Here the 

Rabbit, a supernatural morally ambiguous trickster, sometimes has the same antagonists as the 

Southeastern Twins. North Amerindian heroes in general were sometimes tricksters, even the 
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Reviving hero.186 Southeastern Rabbit’s heroics include defeating evil and bringing the renewing fire 

of the Green Corn Ceremony, as stated an alternative representation of the Axis Mundi. Being the 

replenisher of fire was also the role of the Morningstar among some tribes, while to others fire and 

maize were somewhat connected, both coming after the flood or fire being used to make maize 

available to mankind.187 The bringing of fire was the role of celestial beings and could even be used 

to cleanse the earth from monsters, which the Caddo Morningstar did.188 

The Mesoamerican Reviving hero, as well as to being maize, was also often an orphan and 

his adoptive parents an old couple that had to be defeated.189 The Reviving hero here is securely 

connected to Venus and Morningstar.190 The rabbit meanwhile, was deeply connected to the moon 

supernatural, the latter either being a hero or the Maize-moon goddess. The rabbit here was 

sometimes the Reviving hero as well and a trickster figure.191 In North Amerindian thought the rabbit 
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was also sometimes the moon and in one narrative the orphan rabbit Reviving hero was adopted by 

a female supernatural, the Maize-moon goddess as the next subchapter will show.192 

Fire was also strongly associated with maize harvest and renewal festivals and could connect 

to the hero, such as fire being a gift of the celestial or rabbit hero, reviving the hero through fire or 

fire being used to break open the back of This World’s representative, helping the hero escape from 

earth. However, usually the Reviving hero and/or maize’s escape hole was created by lightning. 

Because this hole was made at the earth’s centre, maize, lightning and the Axis Mundi were 

conceptually linked in Mesoamerica and the North American Southwest.193 The Mesoamerican 

maize mountain is either broken open by weather deities, the sun or a lightning-god bird. Similar 

birds brought fire in North America. In both regions fire and lightning and fire and the sun were 

deemed related.194 Some North Amerindian maize’s origins show the sun’s ray could guide the corn 

spirit out of its earth imprisonment, or maize becoming available to mankind after its supernatural 
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personification burned.195 Both lightning and fire were deemed sources of fertility and part of the 

Path of Souls in Meso- and North America.196 

Finally, in both regions the conflict between the Underworld and the heroes could be a game 

of sports that symbolised a celestial path. In Mesoamerica the ballcourt represented the Underworld 

or This World and the game re-enacted cosmic narrative. It had a ritual purpose in agriculture and 

death-renewal ceremonies. This game was played during the Mayan Green Corn Ceremony and 

losers were sacrificed, like the Reviving hero dying in the Underworld due to losing the game or like 

the Maize-moon goddess being decapitated at the ballcourt. The loser’s sacrifice was through 

decapitation, the head represented both the ball and a celestial object. Decapitation was needed for 

fertility rejuvenation and represented the transition of a celestial object, such as an eclipse.197 The 

ballcourt sometimes also represented the Maize mountain, making the game a representation of 

both world-creation and the origins of maize.198 

In North America the game of Chunkey was played since the Mississippian era. Chunkey is a 

game involving throwing a round flat object, a chunkey stone, to one side and participants hitting it 

by throwing a spear. The game was part of planting and harvest ceremonies like the GCC in the 

Historical era. Another version involved throwing hoops and many considered either version a 
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sacred game.199 The Mississippian Reviving hero, Birdman, is depicted playing chunkey, seemingly 

losing both the game and his head. His head is then rescued by another figure looking like Birdman. 

The chunkey game was depicted mirroring a battle and the chunkey stone mirrored Birdman’s head. 

He possibly played the game against the Underworld Serpent.200 In a widespread Historical narrative 

an evil Gambler owns people’s lives by winning these games but loses the game against a 

protagonist. These protagonists could be the Reviving hero, Twins or somebody with the power to 

reanimate Gambler’s victims. Sometimes, winning meant imprisoned souls were freed from the land 

of the dead, West. In one version the defeated Keeper of Souls also gave the protagonist fruit, corn 

and tobacco seeds.201 Other times Gambler’s defeat meant plants became available to mankind.202 

The game could also help or was played before food-procurement in narratives involving hero duo’s, 

Twins and the Orphan. Finally, chunkey is what usually brings Twins and Orphans onto the Path of 

Souls and/or the path of their antagonists, sometimes the Gambler.203   

Historical era players often associated the rolling object with celestial objects moving along 

the horizon. Its movement from East to West could also be important in game and narrative and 

teams could represent the sun and moon. It was also associated with warriorship, the Axis Mundi 

pole and the Twins and the game props and field could contain cosmograms and cardinal direction 

symbolism in the Historical and Mississippian era. Mississippians also buried chunkey stones with 

humans and beneath buildings, both of high-status. One such a building was used for celestial 

observations. Lastly, in the Historical era Southwest cornhusks and maize ears were used as the gear 

material, possibly hinting at a much stronger association to maize narrative than might be seen at 

face value.204 
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Female maize 
Then there is also the female originator of maize. 

To understand her role, it has to be mentioned that there is a dissimilar sex differentiation in 

agricultural labour expectations between the regions. With some exceptions, North Amerindian 

women are the idealized agricultural workers while in Mesoamerica it was the men. The actual 

pattern of small-scale farming throughout the world is usually collaborative family work and this can 

also be seen in Central America, despite art and narrative speaking against women doing such 

work.205 North Amerindians on the other hand did put their ideal into practice, with more 

pronounced roles for women in agricultural activity. This was especially so for Eastern Woodlands 

women, who generally were thought of as responsible for the field.206 A dichotomy of male hunter-

female farmer existed in North America that may exist as early as the first introduction of maize in 

the Southwest.207 Despite this difference, both regions had female maize supernaturals and when 
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maize’s source was female in their narratives, men still were its receiver and spreader on earth.208 

Female corn was in fact often thought of as wife, either in narrative or of the male Amerindian.209 

She was related to a diverse range of concepts. Both regions had the concept complex of 

night, Underworld, water and fertility and coupled this with femininity, moon and maize. Because of 

this female supernaturals representing the moon also represent maize and vice versa.210 Her identity 

was especially diverse in the Aztec pantheon, due to each concept being represented with separate 

female goddesses. These overlapped greatly however and actually represented the same being.211 In 

both regions she was the mother of heroes and humans.212 
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 While the associated concepts might seem broad, they are important in her narratives. First 

there is her connection to the Underworld. In North America people are believed to return to the 

Maize-moon goddess after death and she represents West. This is also why she has sexual 

relationships or marriage bonds with snakes and representatives of the Underworld. This belief was 

already present among the Mississippians and their Southwestern contemporaries.213 The Maize-

moon goddess in Mesoamerica is likewise heavily associated with the Path of Souls and associated 

with the reptilian Underworld representative, a conviction even expressed in Christianised beliefs 

such as among the Otomi where she is reimagined as the Virgin Mary and he as Satan.214   

She however characterizes both parts of the Underworld, death but also fertility and life. 

Both she and the Underworld representative represent the cave, the entrance and exit of the 

Underworld. In her case the cave is her womb, it is what instigates rebirth in people. This is also why 

she is connected to the sweat bath in both regions, prominent tools for rebirth rituals.215 The cave 
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could also be her dwelling, a part of the Path of Souls.216 In North America she can be found on the 

Path, sometimes providing protagonists food, often maize, which could either help the protagonists 

on their mission on the Path or was the protagonist’s main goal to travel on the Path. She could also 

be in the night sky, the Milky Way and the moon.217 North Amerindian mounds represent her as 

well. Thought of as mountains, navels, wombs and the caves of Emergence, mounds were both 

places of death and birth. In female corn origin narratives mounds and hills were also often the 

places a male found the female corn. In on story she both resided there and watched over human 

souls.218 She is important in Emergence narratives in both regions, either accompanying people out 

of earth as a representative of corn or people coming out of her womb.219 Among the Q’eqchi’ Maya 

maize’s release from the Granary mountain also meant it was released from her body.220 A symbol of 

her womb could even be carried by the Reviving hero.221 

She can be an antagonist through her relationship with the Underworld representative. In 

Mesoamerican narrative she can be married to a snake/Underworld figure and both want to eat the 

heroes, often their adoptive children.222 North Amerindian heroes have very similar enemies, yet in 

only a few cases are they married and/or their adoptive parents.223 Here the male animalistic enemy 
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is a wider used figure whose defeat symbolizes the opening of earth and release of life, like the This 

World-reptile.224 Maize-moon goddess cognates can also kidnap orphans, just like the evil Mayan 

adoptive mother.225 The antagonistic Maize-moon goddess in Precolumbian Mesoamerican art was 

old, could create floods and sometimes was an alternative version of the primordial This World-

reptile.226 North America also has old frog woman, a possible cognate to the goddess in the 

Southeast who help their antagonistic father. In the Northeast Frog woman kidnaps boys or is part of 

the Underworld.227 Frogs and toads had water associations throughout the Americas and were 

connected to the This World reptile, sometimes being a version of the reptile and entrance to the 

Underworld. Frogs were also connected to the Aztec Maize goddess.228 
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In both regions killing her was represented as positive. The Mesoamerican evil adoptive 

mother could be burned, her ashes fertilizing the field.229 In North America she was sometimes killed 

even when innocent, still being regarded by her sons as dangerous or evil despite giving them food, 

or she herself insisted on being killed so that corn can appear. Her death can involve burning, which 

possibly connects to maizefield creation.230 It is part of the “maize from death” theme, both the male 

and female maize representative sometimes had to die for maize to grow on earth. In North 

America, maize either sprung from her grave, maize appeared after her death/disappearance or she 

is dragged over the field before or after dying. The dragging is commonly done seven times, an 

important number in this region which represented the four cardinal directions and three worlds.231 

A mirror image of the dangerous couple were the originators of humans. They come out of 

caves and their offspring populate earth, a widespread concept in Mesoamerica. These couples were 

sometimes the same, the Mayan Maize-moon goddess formed the first couple with the human 

variant of the primordial reptile. Like the Maize god, they appear on earth from the cave of 

Emergence, surviving the destruction of earth and its recreation.232 Maize could originate from 

them, which might either transform into the first humans or represented the Maize god.233 In North 

America the Maize-moon Goddess also often was the First woman and the original couple from 

which humans came were often responsible for maize appearing. In many narratives either First man 
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or First woman is maize or the giver of maize, sometimes forming a couple after the great flood. 

Other times the first thing the first couple found after the flood was maize. Some stories also make it 

a point maize came from copulation between a man and woman.234 The Reviving or maize-giving 

hero could also be the first man or the first created human, birthed by first woman.235 The first 

people emerging out the underground also could be maize, take maize with them or were guided by 

maize, which they called mother.236 The sun and moon also often act as couple in both regions. To 

many, female moon and male sun were the ancient couple who started humanity or birthed 

maize.237 

There is a certain sex-obfuscation surrounding maize-moon deities, as male heroes can bring maize 

or be maize, while Maize goddesses exist as well. Among the Classic and Postclassic Maya, the Maize 

god and good Moon goddess sometimes overlapped in art. Back then the maize-moon concept was 

represented by both sexes, while in the Historical era it was mostly female. Nevertheless, the Popol 

Vuh still contained a male and female moon. Male moon was one of the Twins since the 

Precolumbian era and formed a pair with his Sun brother. The dual sex identity of the Maize-moon 

representative was widely expressed in Central Mexico, being impersonated by men and women and 

transforming from female to male deity through death.238 In North Amerindian narratives the female 
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maize-giver and male maize-giver had overlapping roles such as being the guide to earth-emergence, 

dying and growing maize from the grave or scraping maize from their bodies. In one Emergence 

story the male maize even made his daughter inherit his powers as he stayed behind. Even in the 

Southwest where maize is overwhelmingly female a male maize representative exists among some 

groups.239    
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Conclusion  
 

How did Mesoamerican maize beliefs shape the beliefs of North Amerindians in the Eastern 

Woodlands in the Precolumbian era? 

To start, the context of early maize in the Eastern Woodlands was that of a rare ceremonial 

item. While it eventually became a regularly eaten cultivate, this transition here was not novel. It 

also occurred in the Andes region and among the Olmec after the initial adoption of maize as a 

ceremonial item. For the Northeast, it was cultivated by communities around the Finger Lakes who 

did not eat the cultivate much, but did put a lot of effort into helping the crop survive the region. 

They enthusiastically exchanged maize among themselves and embedded it into local social, political 

and religious traditions. These traditions involved using maize together with ceremonial Vinette 

pottery and this behaviour was later also found outside of the Finger Lakes. This spread was likely 

thanks to the religious interaction spheres these communities were part of, a sphere which highly 

valued and exchanged exotic materials to be used in ceremony. Within this sphere Vinette pottery 

was ceremonially connected to multi-group gatherings and burial. 

Maize’s early position in the region was precarious: it started as a small population, which 

severely decreases the chance of survivability. Maize as a plant in general is relatively weak, needing 

a lot of human attention and energy to thrive. In the Northeast, where horticultural traditions were 

not yet fully developed, easier crops to cultivate existed. Maize’s trail to the Eastern Woodlands also 

shows maize was likely not introduced by Eastern Agricultural Complex horticulturalists who would 

have had more cultivation experience. The trail also reveals that maize was adapted to the warm 

and dry Southwestern climate, which likely decreased maize’s changes to survive in the Northeast 

even more.  

People had to change too. In this region spring harvests were important, while during autumn intra-

communal cooperation usually began to break up. Maize’s growth cycle on the other hand would 

have made autumn harvests important community events. Maize was also not important to the local 

diet, making the energy input into maize cultivation unequal to its output. The crop thus had to be 

introduced with a lot of indispensable knowledge and convincing arguments for it to have been 

embraced and to have survived among populations whose lifestyles were less amenable to maize 

farming compared to other populations in the Eastern Woodlands. These concepts seem to have 

been verbally introduced by non-locals and included explanations on maize’s ritual importance. 

Knowledge about this purpose of maize had found its way to communities that did not grow maize 

themselves and convinced them to import it, such as at Block Island and southern Quebec. Before 

this, Finger Lakes populations likely had started importing and growing maize for this reason too. 
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Vinette pottery was strongly connected to multi-group seasonal rituals and at these 

gatherings maize could have spread between populations. The ritual value of maize partly explains 

how it survived in the Northeast, genetic health being retained by yearly ritual exchanges of maize 

stock from different maize populations. Later maize exports from Hopewellian populations to 

outside communities likewise seem to have been part of religious exchanges, while within Hopewell 

communities ceremonial mound gatherings likely were important events for maize exchange.  

Hierarchy is also usually strongly connected to worldview. In both the Eastern Woodlands 

and Mesoamerica maize was not uniformly eaten by everyone at the start of maize adoption. The 

choice to eat it regularly differed per population and among some it was a food for the elite. In some 

communities it seems that regular maize-eaters, either outsiders or elites, managed to influence the 

normalisation of eating maize. But even when it was not elite nourishment, maize cultivation 

projects and maize surplus might have helped strengthen hierarchy. In the Eastern Woodlands 

maize-farming seems to have been forced onto multiple communities by larger polities which held 

strong religious-political influence over them. This happened despite maize-farming not always being 

practical. Such overriding of practical considerations could have once again occurred due to religious 

beliefs. Yet these large polities did not dictate maize’s association with death and renewal. Maize 

had this ceremonial role even in regions with less centralisation and hierarchy.  

So while maize spread for its religious value to both communities and elites, what did the 

relevant religious beliefs entail? Death was an important part of the mentioned gatherings, as 

ceremonial burials occurred during these meetings. Vinette pottery and mounds played large roles 

in this. As maize spread into the Midwest, the crop similarly seems to have been connected to death 

rituals. The other ritual purpose of these gatherings was the celebration of renewal. Maize’s role as a 

symbol of renewal is especially identifiable in the Mississippian era. Its strong ritual connection to 

death and renewal convinced even populations with no prior agricultural history along the central 

Atlantic Coast in the Mississippian era to immediately embed maize in death and renewal 

ceremonies once they were introduced to it. Similar events seem to have occurred centuries earlier 

at Vinette. 

Maize shared this role as symbol with other subjects. Together with fire it symbolised renewal and 

both could be combined in renewal rituals. Field clearing by fire might have helped strengthen this 

association. Maize also shared death and renewal associations with mounds and both played a role 

during seasonal gatherings. Maize cultivation and mounds were both good metaphors for death and 

renewal of humans. The Historical era technique of planting maize into little corn hills could also be 

metaphorized as human burials, while mounds were very often used for burial. The two manmade 

constructions might have been associated with each other. Multiple Historical era groups associated 
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both with narratives explaining the cosmos, such as both constructions representing the Axis Mundi. 

In the Mississippian era maize also had to share its role as symbol of death and rebirth with the 

supernatural Birdman figure, a hero who revives from death. Another Mississippian figure with a 

maize head/hat was also connected to death and possibly rebirth. A female Mississippian figure also 

represented death, life and maize. This figure is identified as a version of the later Historical era 

Maize-moon goddess.  

In the latter era, narratives reveal maize still represented death and renewal. The cosmos’ 

subdivision in 3 realms, 4 cardinal directions and a centre is also explained through maize metaphor 

in some Historical era narratives. Maize furthermore represented humans, a belief which might have 

already existed in the Precolumbian era. Examples for this would be the Mississippian human burials 

in vessels used for cooking maize and maize in general being connected to human burials. In the 

Historical era maize again shared its role as symbol of religious concepts with mounds, fire, the 

Reviving hero and the Maize-moon goddess. These two supernaturals both represented life coming 

out of the Underworld, much like how maize (life) springs from below the ground (Underworld). 

While the Historical era Maize-moon goddess had clearer maize associations, the male 

Reviving hero or his alternative, the Twins, were also sometimes bringers or finders of maize. Even 

when this was not the case they had some association with maize through their familial relation to 

the goddess. Because they are believed to be related to the Mississippian Birdman and the latter 

symbolised renewal together with maize, it seems reasonable to assume the Birdman and maize also 

had some associations with each other. Maybe he was a maize-representative, an introducer of 

maize or he had familial ties to the Maize-moon goddess.  

The female-farmer, male-hunter dichotomy known from the Historical era may have made 

the association of the Reviving hero to maize to be less overt in some narratives. However, next to 

narratives where they are bringers of maize or are related to the Maize-moon goddess, their 

recurring role in taming chaos and persevering over the Underworld and the Flood also appears to 

be a metaphor for agriculture. In Mesoamerica, very similar narratives explicitly represented this 

metaphor. Additionally, in both regions the meaning of this hero journey is in line with maize’s 

associations to death and renewal. Mesoamerican and North Amerindian narratives shared many 

similarities and people from both regions had many matching understandings on how the cosmos 

worked and the logic within this worldview. 

Historical era maize narratives strongly identify maize with humankind, as maize either 

represents humans directly or is closely connected to human origin narratives. The latter include the 

escape of humans out of the Underworld or their survival of the Flood. The inclusion of maize on this 

path which parallels that of the Reviving hero’s journey, shows once again the agricultural aspect of 
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this journey. Maize’s association with death and humans also manifests in stories where it is found 

on the Path of Souls, a similar journey meant for humans and supernaturals. As maize was combined 

with death and renewal rituals in the Precolumbian Eastern Woodlands, it seems very likely maize 

was associated to the Path of Souls in this era too. Another way humans and maize are somewhat 

cognates in narrative is through their shared parentage from the Maize-moon goddess. Outside of 

these narratives, multiple behaviourisms and rituals surrounding maize among North Amerindians 

also show that many considered themselves to be related to maize. All of this is also true for 

Mesoamerica, the association of maize with the start of humanity, maize being present in journeys 

out of the Underworld and after the flood and the belief maize represents humans. Here the 

Underworld journey was so strongly connected to maize that the Reviving hero himself could be 

maize. 

All things considered, maize was seemingly introduced in the Eastern Woodlands with explanations 

on maize’s value and with ideas which consistently related it to death and renewal. The latter 

context of maize is the same in Mesoamerica. Both regions have maize narratives which strongly 

parallel each other, connecting very similar supernatural figures with very similar adventures and 

connecting the start of humanity to maize. It thus seems that the introduced maize and its attached 

religious ideas in the Northeastern Woodlands, were already attached to each other in Mesoamerica 

and remained attached.  

Both regions share similar worldviews which act as a basis for beliefs and narrative. They agree on a 

tamed nature versus wild nature dichotomy, the shape of the divisions of the cosmos and the death 

and renewal journey through these divisions. While these can be independent from maize, the 

Mesoamerican maize beliefs followed the rules of this worldview and could have helped imbed them 

into the similar Eastern Woodlands worldview.  

Maize, together with cultivation techniques had been framed as religious by Mesoamericans 

before being introduced in the Northeast. Techniques like burning of land represented creation or 

renewal, planting of maize kernels representing human burial and maize’s sprouting out of earth 

represented revival. Such examples helped Mesoamerican religious concepts to remain attached to 

maize when newly introduced and made the crop a very desirable product with powerful 

supernatural connotations. The narratives attached maize to the idea that death and renewal are a 

journey through the three realms of the cosmos, the Underworld, This World and Upperworld. This 

was a journey which humans and supernaturals could also experience and made maize a close 

cognate to humans. It made maize popular, helping it to be granted disproportionate attention and 

energy without immediate return and allowing it to be integrated into the local belief systems. This 

shared basis in Mesoamerica and the Eastern Woodlands resulted in their Historical era maize 
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narratives also sharing many similarities. Eastern Woodlands narratives locally evolved after maize’s 

early introduction but still retained Meosamerican ideas, while possibly also being partly shaped by 

later occasional flow of Mesoamerican maize and narratives to the Eastern Woodlands.  
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Appendices 

Periodization 
Table 1: Generalised Mesoamerican periodization 

Period Date 

Archaic period 7000 – 1500 B.C. 

Early Formative period 1500 – 900 B.C. 

Middle Formative period 900 – 500 B.C. 

Late Formative period 500 B.C. – A.D. 300 

Classic period 300 – 900 A.D. 

Early Postclassic period 900 – 1200 A.D. 

Late Postclassic period 1200 – 1520 A.D. 

Historic period 1520 A.D. – now 

Colonial period 1520 – 1820 A.D. 

 

Table 2: Generalised periodization of the North American Eastern Woodlands 

Period  Date 

Archaic period 8000 – 1000 B.C. 

Early Woodland period 1000 – 500-200 B.C. 

Middle Woodland period 500-200 BC – A.D. 300-500  

Late Woodland period 300-500 – 1000 A.D. 

Early Mississippian period 1000 – 1200 A.D. 

Middle Mississippian period 1200 – 1400 A.D. 

Late Mississippian period 1400 – 1600 A.D. 

Historic period 1600 A.D. – now 
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Maps 

 

Figure 1: O. van der Dussen, Mentioned traditions, complexes, interaction spheres and sites between 

the Archaic and Middle Woodland period (2022) 

 

 

Figure 2: O. van der Dussen, Important archaeologically defined cultures and sites (2022) 
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Figure 3: O. van der Dussen, Geographic reach of important communities defined by linguistics in 

North and Central America during an era of lesser European influence (2022) 
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